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Abstract
We de&ne process algebras with a generalised operation
∑
for choice. For every in&nite
cardinal , we prove that the algebra of transition trees with branching degree ¡ is free in
the class of process algebras in which
∑
is de&ned for all subsets with a cardinality ¡. We
explain how the expressions of a fragment of the speci&cation language CRL may be used to
denote elements of our process algebras. In particular, we explain how choice quanti&ers may be
used to denote in&nite sums. We show that choice quanti&ers can simulate both the existential
and the universal quanti&ers of &rst-order logic, while the input pre&x mechanism can only
simulate the universal quanti&er.
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1. Introduction
This paper is about modelling input in process algebras. Suppose that c?x:p denotes
the process that receives along channel c an arbitrary element d from domain D of
data values and subsequently proceeds as p[x := d], say
c?x:p c?d−→p[x := d]; for all d ∈ D: (1)
Furthermore, suppose that c!d:q denotes the process that sends a value d∈D along c,
i.e.,
c!d:q c!d−→ q:
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In the event that the actions c?d and c!d occur simultaneously, we speak of a syn-
chronisation. Such a synchronisation may take place, e.g., when we put the processes
c?x:p and c!d:q in parallel; we write in this case
c?x:p | c!d:q → p[x := d] | q:
Intuitively, the synchronisation causes the value d to pass through channel c from the
parallel component at the right to the component at the left.
Milner [21] (see also [22]) observed that, according to his semantics (now usually
referred to as early semantics, see, e.g., [17]), the notion of input is de&nable in terms
of the operation for choice in the following way: for a set of processes P, denote by∑
P the process that reKects a choice between the elements of P; then
c?x:p =
∑{c?d:p[x := d] | d ∈ D}: (2)
An operation for choice belongs to the standard equipment of process algebras, al-
beit usually in its binary form and denoted by +. Hence, if D is a &nite set, say
D= {d1; : : : ; dn}, then the process c?x:p is an element of every process algebra with
actions c?d1; : : : ; c?dn and processes p[x := d1]; : : : ; p[x := dn], viz. the element
c?d1:p[x:= d1] + · · ·+ c?dn:p[x := dn]:
If D is in&nite, then the availability of the process c?x:p in a process algebra varies.
For instance, if D is countably in&nite, then by (1) the process c?x:p gives rise to an
in&nitely branching transition tree. So, it is certainly not an element of the algebra of
&nitely branching transition trees, but it could be an element of the algebra of countably
branching transition trees (this still depends on the availability of the actions c?d and
of the processes p[x := d]).
In5nite sums: Milner observed (2) as a property of his semantics. In this paper we
take it as an axiom, so that the question whether some process algebra is suitable to
model input over some domain D amounts to asking which sums it has. In Section
2 we consider process algebras with binary operations + and · for alternative and
sequential composition, respectively, and with an explicit deadlocked process 
 (i.e.,
we consider the models of the theory BPA
 of Bergstra and Klop [6]). We extend such
process algebras with an operation
∑
that assigns sums to (possibly in&nite) sets of
processes. In the case of transition trees, the sum
∑
T of a set T of transition trees is
the transition tree that we get by identifying the roots of the trees in T. Clearly,
∑
T
is a countably branching tree provided that the set T is countable and its elements are
countably branching trees. Therefore, on the algebra of countably branching transition
trees the operation
∑
assigns a sum to every countable set of transition trees. In
general, a BPA
 P with universe P will be &tted with an operation∑
: D→ P; with D ⊆ {P′ |P′ ⊆ P}
satisfying certain axioms (see Table 2). We motivate our axiomatic de&nition by prov-
ing that it coincides with the concrete de&nition in the algebra of transition trees
(Theorem 11).
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Since our operation
∑
takes subsets of P into P, one may think of it as an operation
with variable (and possibly in&nite) arity. This entails a departure from the standard
theory of abstract algebras, which is about operations with a &xed (and &nite) arity.
Rasiowa and Sikorski [27] have shown that many of the central notions in abstract
algebra (e.g., subalgebra, homomorphism and congruence) generalise in a straightfor-
ward manner. There is one place, though, where things get considerably more complex:
terms over the signature of our process algebras are generally not &nite. For the bene&t
of formal reasoning, it is often convenient to have &nite expressions denoting certain
in&nite sums. The process expressions of the speci&cation language CRL (micro Com-
mon Representation Language) de&ned by Groote and Ponse [11] (for a survey, see
[12]) may serve this purpose.
A language with choice quanti5ers: The general goal of CRL (and of similar lan-
guages such as PSF [19] and LOTOS [7]) is to combine in a single framework the
formal speci&cation of concurrent processes and the data that are passed in synchro-
nisations. Data are de&ned by means of a many-sorted algebraic speci&cation. For
the speci&cation of processes CRL has the usual operations of process algebra (more
speci&cally, it has the operations of Bergstra and Klop’s ACP [6]), with three additional
mechanisms for the combination of data and processes:
(1) parametrised actions: if c is a parametrised action of arity n and x1; : : : ; xn are
variables ranging over data values, then the expression c(x1; : : : ; xn) denotes an
action for every instance with data values for the variables;
(2) a conditional construct: if b is a Boolean expression, then p✁ b✄ q denotes the
same process as p when b evaluates to true, and it denotes the same process as q
otherwise; and
(3) choice quanti5ers: if p is a process expression, possibly containing a free variable
x that ranges over data, then the expression
∑
x p denotes the choice between all
instances of p with a data value for x:∑
x p =
∑{p[x := d] | d ∈ D}:
In Section 3 we de&ne a recursion-free, sequential fragment of CRL, called pCRL, that
includes all the aforementioned constructs. We explain how pCRL expressions may be
used to denote elements of process algebras with in&nite sums, and in particular how
they may be used to denote in&nitely branching transition trees. The input mechanism
is expressible in pCRL via
c?x:p =
∑
x c(x) · p: (3)
Note that the expression c?x:p displays two dependencies between the process p and
the input action c?x. Firstly, the process p cannot execute before the input action
c?x has occurred. Secondly, p depends on the value that is received in the execution
of the input action. In pCRL these dependencies are expressed by separate constructs:
sequential composition ensures that p comes after c?x; choice quanti&cation establishes
a link between the variable x in c?x and free occurrences of x in p.
Expressiveness: In Section 4 we study the expressiveness of the constructs of pCRL
by measuring the logical complexity of pCRL equations, equations of (&nite) pCRL ex-
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pressions. Not surprisingly, the logical complexity of a pCRL equation depends on the
data that occurs in it. The results that we obtain are therefore relative to the expressive-
ness of the data. We prove that any pCRL equation can be ePectively transformed into
an equivalent &rst-order assertion about the data (Theorem 33), and that, conversely,
any &rst-order assertion about the data gives rise to an equivalent pCRL equation (The-
orem 40). Hence, pCRL is precisely as expressive as &rst-order logic with respect to the
data model. To a large extent, pCRL owes its expressiveness to the choice quanti&ers.
They account for the simulation of the universal as well as the existential quanti&ers
of &rst-order logic.
In Section 5, we consider the recursion-free fragment of value-passing CCS [22,15],
which includes the input mechanism c?x:p as a primitive construction and does not have
the general form of choice quanti&cation. Using (3), the expressions of this language
may be translated into pCRL expressions, and the translation gives rise to a particular
fragment of pCRL, obtained by imposing a syntactic restriction on the use of choice
quanti&cation. Roughly, we de&ne that a pCRL expression has explicit instantiation if
every occurrence of a choice quanti&er
∑
x is immediately followed by an action that
has x as a parameter (note that the pCRL expression of (3) satis&es this condition).
It turns out that an equation of pCRL expressions with explicit instantiation has the
content of a universal &rst-order assertion over the data that occurs in it (Corollary 49).
We thus conclude that the input mechanism itself only accounts for the simulation of
the universal quanti&ers of &rst-order logic.
This article ends, in Section 6, with some concluding remarks and some discussion
of related work.
2. Process algebras with innite sums
A basic process algebra with deadlock is an algebra 2 P= 〈P;+; ·; 
〉 that satis&es
for all p; q; r∈P the equalities in Table 1. The class of all basic process algebras with
deadlock is denoted by BPA
. The elements of a basic process algebra with deadlock
we shall call processes. Intuitively, a process p∈P is a collection of behaviours that
we shall refer to as the alternatives in p.
The operation + stands for alternative composition (or: choice); if p and q are pro-
cesses, then p+q is the process that executes either an alternative in p or an alternative
in q. According to (A1)–(A3), the structure 〈P;+〉 is a semilattice. According to (A6),
this semilattice has a neutral element 
 that we call deadlock; it is the process with
no alternatives.
The operation · stands for sequential composition. If p and q are processes, then
p · q is the process that starts with executing an alternative in p, and if this execution
terminates, then it proceeds with executing an alternative in q. Sequential composition
is associative by (A5), and it distributes from the right over alternative composition
by (A4). The process 
 is a left zero for sequential composition by (A7). Note that
2 We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic de&nitions of set theory (see, e.g., [14]) and
universal algebra (see, e.g., [8,20]).
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Table 1
The axioms of basic process algebras with deadlock
(A1) p + q= q + p
(A2) p + (q + r)= (p + q) + r
(A3) p + p= p
(A4) (p + q) · r= p · r + q · r
(A5) (p · q) · r= p · (q · r)
(A6) p + 
= p
(A7) 
 · p= 

Fig. 1. A simple protocol for the acknowledged transmission of messages.
we do not require that sequential composition distributes from the left over alternative
composition. The underlying idea is that the choices in a process are not resolved
beforehand, but in the course of execution. We illustrate this by means of an example.
Example 1. Let us consider a simple protocol for the acknowledged transmission of
a message from a sender S to a receiver R through an unreliable medium M (see
Fig. 1). The sender has a connection to the medium that we call c1 and the receiver
has a connection to the medium that we call c2. The sender sends a message m into the
medium along c1. In the medium the contents of m may get corrupted; we assume that
the receiving party has the means to verify the validity of a message. After the receiver
has received m or a corrupted version, it responds by sending an acknowledgement
to the sender through the medium (to keep the example simple we assume that the
medium does not corrupt acknowledgements): it sends a positive acknowledgement
(1) to the sender if it has received a valid message; otherwise it sends a negative
acknowledgement (0). The sending party may be modelled as the following process:
S = s1(m) · (r1(0) + r1(1));
where s1(m) denotes the action of sending m along c1; r1(0) denotes the action of
receiving 0 along c1 and r1(1) denotes the action of receiving 1 along c1. It is un-
derstood here that an action r1(a) (a∈{0; 1}) synchronises with an action s1(a) from
the medium. Thus, the choice between r1(0) or r1(1) is not made by the sender. It is
determined by the medium, and it is not made before the action s1(m) has occurred.
So, we want that
s1(m) · (r1(0) + r1(1)) = s1(m) · r1(0) + s1(m) · r1(1):
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2.1. Generalised basic process algebras with deadlock
Since 〈P;+〉 is a semilattice, we may associate with every basic process algebra with
deadlock a partial order 6 de&ned for p; q∈P by
p6 q if ; and only if ; q = q+ p:
Deadlock is the least element with respect to this partial order, and any two processes
p and q have a least upper bound p+q. Thus, in a basic process algebra with deadlock
any &nite set {p1; : : : ; pn} of processes has a least upper bound p1 + · · ·+ pn.
In Example 1 we have modelled the action of receiving an acknowledgement as the
alternative composition of the actions of receiving a negative acknowledgement and
receiving a positive acknowledgement. Similarly, if D= {d1; : : : ; dn} is any arbitrary
&nite data domain, then we may model the receipt of an arbitrary element of D as the
process r(d1)+ · · ·+r(dn), i.e., as the least upper bound of the set of actions that stand
for the receipt of a particular element of D. Taking this a little further, if D happens
to be an in&nite set, then the process that models the receipt of an arbitrary element
from D would be the least upper bound of the set of processes that represent the
receipt of any particular element of D. Thus, in order to be able to model the receipt
of an arbitrary element from an in&nite domain, we need to generalise the operation
for alternative composition.
Rasiowa and Sikorski [27] give a treatment of &rst-order logic from the point of view
of the theory of abstract algebras. To deal with existential and universal quanti&cations,
which coincide with certain in&nite joins and meets in the Boolean algebra of &rst-
order formulas, they propose to generalise the notion of operation in an algebra. Let
A be a set; a generalised operation O on A is a partial mapping from the subsets of
A to A. That is, O : D→ A, where D is a set of subsets of A. The class D is called
the domain of the generalised operation O and the sets in D are called the admissible
sets of the operation O. Then, Rasiowa and Sikorski proceed to de&ne a generalised
(abstract) algebra as a structure 〈A; o1; : : : ; om;O1; : : : ;On〉, where A is a set, o1; : : : ; om
is a sequence of &nitary operations on A and O1; : : : ;On is a sequence of generalised
operations on A. We shall adapt their de&nitions to our setting.
We shall be interested in process algebras in which certain in&nite sets of processes
have a least upper bound. Therefore, we equip our BPA
 with a generalised operation∑
: D→ P;
where D⊆{P′ | P′⊆P} is a set of (&nite or in&nite) subsets of P.
Suppose that P′ is admissible for
∑
. If
∑
satis&es (GA1) of Table 2, then
∑
P′ is
an upper bound of P′ with respect to 6. If
∑
also satis&es (GA2) of Table 2, then∑
P′ is the least upper bound of P′ with respect to 6. If (GAl) and (GA2) hold for
all admissible P′, then we say that
∑
generalises +. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If
∑
generalises +, then
∑{p1; : : : ; pn}= p1 + · · · + pn for all 5nite sets
{p1; : : : ; pn} that are admissible for
∑
.
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Table 2
The axioms for generalised summation
(GAl) p6
∑
P′, for all p∈P′;
(GA2) if p6q for all p∈P′, then ∑ P′6q; and
(GA3)
∑
P′ · q= ∑{p · q | p∈P′}.
We see that there is only one way to de&ne
∑
on a &nite set of processes in such
a way that it generalises +. This property extends to in&nite sets, so, in general, if
∑
generalises + in a basic process algebra with deadlock, then it is uniquely determined
by its domain D.
Note that if P′= {p1; : : : ; pn} and {p · q | p∈P′} are both admissible for
∑
, then by
(A4) and Lemma 2∑
P′ · q = (p1 + · · ·+ pn) · q = p1 · q+ · · ·+ pn · q =
∑ {p · q | p ∈ P′}:
We want this equation to hold for in&nite sums too, but this is not automatic.
Example 3. Let  be the &rst uncountable ordinal; then 〈;∪;×; 0〉 is a basic pro-
cess algebra with deadlock. Indeed, set-theoretic union is commutative, associative and
idempotent, and the binary operation × (ordinal multiplication) is associative and dis-
tributes from the right over ∪. Furthermore, the ordinal 0 is a neutral element for ∪
and a left zero for ×.
The set  is closed under countable unions (see, e.g., [14]), so that we may de&ne
a generalised operation⋃
: { ⊆  | ||6 ℵ0} → :
Clearly,
⋃
generalises ∪, but × does not distribute from the right over ∪; e.g.,⋃
!× 2 = !× 2 = ! =
⋃
{n× 2 | n ∈ !}:
We shall consider extensions of basic process algebras with deadlock with an oper-
ation
∑
that generalises + in such a way that · distributes from the right over ∑.
Distributivity from the right of · over ∑ is formulated as (GA3) in Table 2, which is
to be interpreted in the sense that if one side of the equality is de&ned, then so is the
other.
Denition 4. A generalised basic process algebra with deadlock is a generalised algebra
P= 〈P;+; ·; 
;∑〉 such that
(i) 〈P;+; ·; 
〉 is a basic process algebra with deadlock;
(ii) P′⊆P is admissible if, and only if, {p · q | p∈P′} is admissible for all q∈P;
(iii) (GA1)–(GA3) of Table 2 hold for all admissible P′⊆P and for all q∈P.
We denote by GBPA
 the class of generalised basic process algebras with deadlock.
Suppose that P= 〈P;+; · ; 
〉 is an arbitrary basic process algebra with deadlock.
If we want to extend it with a generalised operation
∑
that satis&es the axioms in
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Table 2, then we have some freedom with respect to the speci&cation of the admissible
sets of D (in fact, as we have seen above, this is the only freedom we have). For
instance, we may de&ne
∑
as having no admissible sets at all (the trivial generalisation
of P), or as having as admissible sets precisely the &nite subsets of P (the 5nitary
generalisation of P). But mostly, we shall be interested in the maximal generalisation
of P in which the domain of
∑
is the largest set of subsets of P such that 〈P;+; ·; 
;∑〉
is a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock.
Example 5. Suppose that the messages of Example 1 are drawn from a (possibly
in&nite) set M, and that the receiving party can determine whether received messages
are valid. Then, the receiving party may be modeled as the following process:
R =
∑
({r2(m) · s2(1) |m ∈ M & m is valid}
∪ {r2(m) · s2(0) |m ∈ M & m is not valid}):
We have speci&ed processes by explaining how they are obtained from certain simpler
processes—we have called them actions—through applications of the fundamental op-
erations of generalised basic process algebras with deadlock. In Example 1 we have
speci&ed the process S by explaining how it is obtained from the actions s1(m); r1(0)
and r1(1) by means of the operations for sequential and alternative composition. In
Example 5 we have speci&ed the process R by explaining how it is obtained from the
actions r2(m); s2(0) and s2(1) by means of the operations of sequential composition
and generalised choice. Let us now generalise a few more standard de&nitions from
abstract algebra.
A subset Q⊆P is closed under the generalised operation ∑ if ∑ P′∈Q for every
P′⊆Q that is admissible for ∑ in P. A generalised basic process algebra with deadlock
Q= 〈Q;+; ·; 
;∑〉 is a subalgebra of P if:
(i) 〈Q;+; ·; 
〉 is a subalgebra of 〈P;+; ·; 
〉;
(ii) Q is closed under
∑
; and
(iii)
∑
in Q is the restriction to Q of
∑
in P.
A set P0⊆P is a set of generators for P if the least subalgebra of P that contains P0
is P itself. Let P= 〈P;+; ·; 
;∑〉 be a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock,
and let us &x a set A⊆P of actions. The least subalgebra that contains A consists
of those elements of P that can be obtained from the actions in A by means of
applications of the fundamental operations of generalised basic process algebras with
deadlock. Hence, if A is a set of generators for P, then every process can be obtained
from actions by means of applications of the fundamental operations of generalised
basic process algebras with deadlock.
2.2. Transition trees
We shall now construct a collection of generalised basic process algebras with dead-
lock in which certain in&nite alternative compositions exist. We start from an in&nite
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Fig. 2. The &nitely branching transition trees as constructed in (i)– (iii).
cardinal  and a non-void set L of urelements 3 that we shall call labels and we de&ne
the set T(L) of transition trees with branching degree ¡ as the least set such that
(i) {‘}∈T(L) for all ‘∈L;
(ii) if ‘∈L and t∈T(L), then {〈‘; t〉}∈T(L); and
(iii) if T′⊆T(L) and |T′|¡ , then
⋃
T′∈T(L).
The elements of a tree we shall call branches. Clearly, if b is a branch, then either
b∈L or there exists a label ‘ and a tree t such that b= 〈‘; t〉. If t∈T(L), then
t has less than  branches. The elements of Tℵ0 (L) we shall call 5nitely branching
(ℵ0 denotes the cardinality of !); they may be pictured as in Fig. 2.
Henceforth, we shall denote the empty transition tree ∅ with the symbol 
; if t and
u are transition trees, then t+ u is their union; and we de&ne t · u by:
t · u =
⋃
b∈t
(b u);
where〈‘; t′〉  u= 〈‘; t′ · u〉 and ‘  u= 〈‘; u〉 (‘∈L; t′∈T(L)):
Let us denote by D the subsets of T(L) with cardinality ¡, i.e., let
D = {T′ ⊆ T(L) | |T′|¡ };
we de&ne on T(L) a generalised operation∑
: D → T(L) such that T′ →
⋃
T′:
Proposition 6. The algebra T(L)= 〈T(L);+; · ; 
;
∑〉 is a generalised basic process
algebra with deadlock, for every in5nite cardinal .
Proof. It is immediate that 〈T(L);+〉 is a semilattice. The partial order associated
with it is set inclusion, and clearly, with respect to set inclusion, ∅= 
 is the least ele-
ment in T(L) and
⋃
T′=
∑
T′ is the least upper bound of any admissible T′⊆T(L).
Hence (A1)–(A3), (A6), (GA1) and (GA2) hold in T(L). It is immediate from the
3 Urelements (see, e.g., [30]) are elements that are not sets themselves and do not involve sets in their
construction; we work with a set theory based on urelements to rule out confusion between labels and trees.
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de&nitions that (GA3) holds. Since
∑ ∅= ∅= 
, (A7) is a special case of (GA3). Since∑
generalises + and every two-element set of trees is admissible for
∑
, it follows
from Lemma 2 that (A4) is also a special case of (GA3). So, it remains to show that
(A5) holds, i.e., that (t · u) · v= t · (u · v) for all t; u and v; we proceed by induction
on the rank 4 of t:
(t · u) · v = ({〈‘; t′ · u〉 | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {〈‘; u〉 | ‘ ∈ t}) · v
= {〈‘; (t′ · u) · v〉 | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {〈‘; u · v〉 | ‘ ∈ t}
(IH)
= {〈‘; t′ · (u · v)〉 | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {〈‘; u · v〉 | ‘ ∈ t}
= ({〈‘; t′〉 | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {‘ | ‘ ∈ t}) · (u · v)
= t · (u · v):
The proof of the proposition is complete.
If ‘∈L, then we shall call the singleton {‘} a tree action. Clearly, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the actions and the labels, and between the sequential
compositions of the form a · t, where a is an action, and the branches of the form
〈‘; t〉. Hence, when we picture trees, it will not give rise to confusion if we label the
edges with actions instead of with the corresponding labels. See Fig. 3 for an example
that proves that in T(L) sequential composition does not distribute from the left
over alternative composition, provided that there are at least two distinct actions (it is
required that b and c are distinct).
In the following lemma we list a few elementary properties of tree actions.
Lemma 7. If a and b are tree actions, then
(i) a6
, and a · t6
 for all trees t;
(ii) for all trees t, u and v:
(a) a6t+ u if, and only if, a6t or a6u, and
(b) a · t6u+ v if, and only if, a · t6u or a · t6v;
(iii) for all admissible T′ ⊆ T(L):
(a) a6
∑
T′ if, and only if, there exists t′ ∈ T′ such that a6t′, and
(b) a · t6∑ T′ if, and only if, there exists t′ ∈ T′ such that a · t6t′;
(iv) a6b · t and a · t6b, for all trees t;
(v) a6b if, and only if, a= b; and
(vi) a · t6b · u if, and only if, a= b and t= u, for all trees t and u.
4 We mean the rank of t as a set. In Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory, the formation of sets may be thought
of as proceeding in stages. At each stage exactly one new ordinal is constructed (cf., e.g., [30]), and the
rank of the set t is the ordinal that belongs to the stage in which t is &rst formed. It so happens that if
x and y are sets such that x∈y, then the rank of x is strictly less than the rank of y. Therefore, using
the standard de&nition 〈x; y〉= {{x}; {x; y}} of ordered pair, we get that if 〈‘; t′〉 is a branch of t, then
t′∈{‘; t′}∈〈‘; t′〉∈ t, whence that the rank of t′ is less than the rank of t.
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Fig. 3. In T(L), sequential composition does not distribute from the left over alternative composition.
2.3. Free generalised basic process algebras with deadlock
Let P= 〈P;+; ·; 
;∑〉 be a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock. Some-
times, we want to use the processes of P to specify processes of another gener-
alised basic process algebra with deadlock, say Q= 〈Q;+; ·; 
;∑〉. Then, we de&ne a
mapping
h : P→ Q
and we require that it preserves the fundamental operations of generalised basic process
algebras with deadlock. Let h(P′)= {h(p) | p∈ P′}; if for all P′ ⊆ P admissible for ∑
in P,
(i) h(P′) is admissible for
∑
in Q and
(ii) h(
∑
P′)=
∑
h(P′),
then we say that h preserves
∑
. A homomorphism of generalised basic process al-
gebras with deadlock is a homomorphism of basic process algebras with deadlock
that preserves
∑
; if h is a homomorphism from P into Q, then we shall write
h : P→Q. Suppose that we start from a designated set A ⊆ P of actions and a
mapping
f : A→ Q:
If A is a set of generators for P and f extends to a homomorphism, then this exten-
sion is unique. However, f does not necessarily extend to a homomorphism from P
to Q.
Example 8. Suppose that L is a set of labels; we denote by L∗ the set of &nite
sequences of elements of L. A language over L is any subset of L∗; let L be
the set of all languages over L. We denote the empty language by 
; we de&ne
X + Y =X ∪ Y and X · Y = {xy | x∈X and y∈Y} for all X; Y ∈ L; and we de&ne∑
L′=
⋃
L′ for all L′ ⊆ L. The generalised algebra L= 〈L;+; ·; 
;∑〉 is a generalised
basic process algebra with deadlock and it is generated by the set L0 = {{‘} | ‘∈L}.
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Moreover, in L sequential composition is left-distributive over alternative composition,
so, in particular,
{‘1} · ({‘2}+ {‘3}) = {‘1} · {‘2}+ {‘1} · {‘3}:
Consequently, if Q= 〈Q;+; ·; 
;∑〉 is a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock
and every mapping f : L0→Q extends to a homomorphism h : L→Q, then
f({‘1}) · (f({‘2}) + f({‘3})) = h({‘1} · ({‘2}+ {‘3}))
= h({‘1} · {‘2}+ {‘1} · {‘3})
=f({‘1}) · f({‘2}) + f({‘1}) · f({‘3});
which allows us to conclude that sequential composition distributes from the left
over alternative composition in Q. But then, since this is not so in T(L) (see
Fig. 3), it follows that not every mapping f : L0→ T(L) extends to a homomor-
phism h : L→T(L).
Suppose that K is any subclass of GBPA
 and let P0 be a set of generators for P;
then P is free for K over P0 if every mapping f : P0→Q from P0 into the universe
Q of an element Q of K can be extended to a homomorphism h : P→Q. We say
that P is free in K over P0 if P∈K and P is free for K over P0. If P is free in
K over P0, then P0 is called a free generating set for P, and P is said to be freely
generated by P0.
In abstract algebra, the elements of the free generating set for a free algebra in a
particular class K of algebras of the same type satisfy, intuitively, no other conditions
than the identities that hold for every element in every other algebra in K (e.g.,
Example 8 shows that the algebra L is not free in any class that also contains the
algebra T(L)). For generalised algebras we get an extra requirement: every admissible
set of the free generalised algebra must correspond to an admissible set of any other
generalised algebra in the class.
Example 9. Let a be an action of Tℵ1 (L) (ℵ1 denotes the cardinality of , the smallest
uncountable ordinal number). We de&ne an (n¿1) inductively as follows: a1 = a and
an+1 = a · an. Clearly, the set
T′ = {an | n¿ 1}
is admissible for
∑
in Tℵ1 (L). With Lemma 7 and induction on m and n it is easily
veri&ed that am = an implies m= n, so |T′|=ℵ0. Consequently, T′ is not admissible for∑
in Tℵ0 (L), so if f is the identity mapping on the actions of Tℵ1 (L), f does not
extend to a homomorphism from Tℵ1 (L) to Tℵ0 (L). Hence, the algebra Tℵ1 (L) is
not free in any class of algebras that also contains Tℵ0 (L).
In abstract algebra, the most interesting classes of algebras are the varieties, the
classes that consist precisely of all algebras that satisfy a particular set of identities.
We see from Example 9 that a free algebra in the class of all generalised basic process
algebras with deadlock should not have too many admissible sets; in fact, one can
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show that it has no admissible sets at all. Our interest is in the operation
∑
, but in
a free generalised basic process algebra with deadlock it is not de&ned. Hence, we
shall mostly be interested in particular classes of generalised basic process algebras
with deadlock that satisfy an extra requirement with respect to the admissible sets. For
instance, the domain of the generalised operation
∑
of T(L) consists precisely of
the subsets of T(L) that have cardinality less than .
Denition 10. A generalised basic process algebra with deadlock and with universe P
is -complete if every P′ ⊆ P with |P′|¡  is admissible for ∑.
We shall now prove that T(L) is a free -complete generalised basic process
algebra with deadlock, freely generated by its actions.
Theorem 11. For every in5nite cardinal ; T(L) is free in the class of -complete
generalised basic process algebras with deadlock, with free generating set T0 = {{‘} |
‘∈L}.
Proof. Clearly, T(L) is -complete, and it is generated by T0. Let P be any -
complete generalised basic process algebra, and suppose f : T0→ P. We de&ne a map-
ping h : T(L)→ P by induction on the rank of transition trees:
h(t) =
∑ {g(b) | b ∈ t}; where g(〈‘; t′〉) = f({‘}) · h(t′) and g(‘) = f({‘}):
Since t has less than  branches, the set {g(b) | b∈ t} is admissible in P.
Note that h(
)=
∑ ∅= 
. It is clear that h preserves ∑, whence, by Lemma 2,
h also preserves +. To prove that h(t · u)= h(t) · h(u) we do induction on the rank
of t:
h(t · u) = h({〈‘; t′ · u〉 | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {〈‘; u〉 | ‘ ∈ t})
=
∑
({f({‘}) · h(t′ · u) | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {f({‘}) · h(u) | ‘ ∈ t})
(IH)
=
∑
({f({‘}) · h(t′) · h(u) | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {f({‘}) · h(u) | ‘ ∈ t})
=
∑
({f({‘}) · h(t′) | 〈‘; t′〉 ∈ t} ∪ {f({‘}) | ‘ ∈ t}) · h(u)
= h(t) · h(u):
Hence, h is the (unique) homomorphism that extends f.
Remark 12. For the reader familiar with the theory of basic process algebras with
deadlock, we note that the above theorem is a generalisation of the completeness the-
orem for basic process algebras with deadlock (see [3]). This can be seen as follows.
Consider the free algebra Tℵ0 (L). Clearly, it is isomorphic to the algebra of &nite
acyclic process graphs modulo bisimulation. Since, by Lemma 2, the operation
∑
is a
de&ned operator in Tℵ0 (L), it must also be a free algebra in the class of basic process
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algebras with deadlock. Hence, it is isomorphic to the initial algebra of BPA
-terms
with actions from T0.
3. The syntax and semantics of pCRL
In the previous section we have acknowledged the fact that in some process algebras
certain in&nite sums exist, and that they play a role when we want to model input over
some in&nite domain. We have proposed generalised basic process algebras with dead-
lock to facilitate an explicit treatment of in&nite sums. In this section, we put forward
a formal framework to describe elements of generalised basic process algebras with
deadlock. Our framework is called pCRL (pico Common Representation Language) as
it consists of the core of the speci&cation formalism CRL. We defer the technicalities
of pCRL to Section 3.2 and &rst give an informal introduction.
Let P=(P;+; ·; 
;∑) be a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock. The
development of our formal framework begins with the hypothesis that associated with
P is a set A of action symbols (e.g., s1(m); r1(0)) and a mapping
act : A→ P
that interprets these action symbols as elements of P. To describe other elements of P
we may use the fundamental operations of basic process algebras with deadlock. For
instance, given an interpretation of s1(m), r1(0) and r1(1) as actions of P, we may
describe another element of P with the expression s1(m) · (r1(0)+ r1(1)) (see Example
1). Similarly, if we already have an expression for each element of P′ ⊆ P and P′ is a
&nite set, then we could describe the least upper bound of the elements in P′ writing
the symbol
∑
and listing the expressions for the elements of P′ between brackets. For
instance, we could describe the least upper bound of the set consisting of three actions
denoted by r(m1); r(m2) and r(m3) with the expression
∑ {r(m1); r(m2); r(m3)}.
When P′ is an in&nite set, listing the expressions for the elements of P′ is not an
option. We need a method to denote the least upper bound of an in&nite set P′ with a
&nite expression. Recall our motivation for treating in&nite sums as &rst-class citizens
of our process algebras: the process that inputs an arbitrary element from a set D can
be modelled as the least upper bound of the set of actions that model the receipt of a
particular element of D, i.e., as the process
∑ {r(d) | d∈D}. Note how we make use
of the intuitive structure of the expression r(d) to explain which process we mean. The
key step towards pCRL is to make this structure explicit: we presuppose a non-empty
set A of parametrised action symbols with &xed arities, and we assume that the set
of action symbols is of the form
A = {a(d1; : : : ; dn) | a ∈A of arity n and d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D}: (4)
Then, certain in&nite sums are expressible using quanti&cation over D. Let x be a
variable that ranges over D; we denote the process
∑ {r(d) | d∈D} with the expression∑
x r(x). The symbol
∑
x will be called a choice quanti5er.
We further enhance the expressiveness of our language by allowing that D too has
some structure. To describe processes that perform calculations on a received value,
we equip D with operations that represent these calculations.
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Example 13. Let N be the set of natural numbers and suppose that we want to de-
scribe the process that inputs a natural number and subsequently outputs its square. If
sqr : N→N is such that n → n2, then
∑
x in(x) · out(sqr(x)) =
∑
{in(n) · out(n2) | n ∈ N}:
To describe processes in which choices depend on a received value, we include a
conditional in our language and we equip D with relations.
Example 14. Consider the receiving party R of the protocol described in the previous
section (see Example 5); which acknowledgement is to be sent, depends on the contents
of the received message. Let V be a unary relation on the set of messages M such that
V(m) holds if, and only if, m is valid. Writing r2(x) · s2(1) / V(x) . r2(x) · s2(0) for
the set
{r2(m) · s2(1) |m ∈ M & V(m)} ∪ {r2(m) · s2(0) |m ∈ M & not V(m)};
we may denote the receiving party R with the expression∑
x (r2(x) · s2(1) / V(x) . r2(x) · s2(0)):
Let us now turn to the technicalities.
3.1. Data
We assume that data are given as a model for a &rst-order language. The following
de&nitions are standard (see, e.g., [9]). A &rst-order language L is a collection of
symbols with &xed associated arities, subdivided into a collection F of function sym-
bols and a collection R of relation symbols. A model M for L consists of a domain
M, together with an interpretation function that assigns to each n-ary function symbol
f an n-ary function
fM : Mn → M;
and to each n-ary relation symbol r an n-ary relation
rM ⊆ Mn:
In the following example, we present a &rst-order language and a model for it; in
the course of this article, we shall return to this model a few times.
Example 15. Consider the language with one binary relation symbol 6, two binary
function symbols + and ·, a unary function symbol − and nullary function symbols
0 and 1. We get a model R for this language by taking as domain the set R of real
numbers, interpreting 6 as the binary relation 6R de&ned by
r1 6R r2 if ; and only if ; r1 is at most r2;
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and interpreting + as addition of real numbers, · as multiplication, − as taking the
additive inverse, and 0 and 1 as the respective real numbers.
It is convenient to &x, for the remainder of this article, a model D for a countable,
but otherwise arbitrary, &rst-order language. The domain of D is denoted by D. We
refer to D as the data model, and to its domain D as the data domain. We also &x
a countably in&nite set X of (data) variables. With respect to the language of D, we
now de&ne two sets of expressions.
The set D of data expressions associated with D consists of all terms built from
the variables in X and the function symbols in the language of D; i.e., D is generated
by
d ::= x | f (d; : : : ; d); (5)
where x is a variable, f is a function symbol of arity n and d; : : : ; d is a sequence of
length n. Data expressions will be used to specify the parameters of actions.
The set B of Boolean expressions associated with D is generated by
b ::= d ≈ e | r(d1; : : : ; dn) | ¬b | b∨b; (6)
where d and e are data expressions, r is a relation symbol of arity n, and d1; : : : ; dn are
data expressions. We further introduce  to abbreviate the Boolean expression x ≈ x
(for some variable x∈X ), and ⊥ to abbreviate the Boolean expression ¬.
A valuation is a mapping from the set of variables X into the data domain D. Let
us &x a valuation " : X →D; we denote by T" its unique homomorphic extension, i.e.,
its extension to a mapping from D into D such that
T"(x) = "(x) and
T"(f (d1; : : : ; dn)) = fD( T"(d1); : : : ; T"(dn)):
Thus, the mapping T" assigns to every data expression d its unique value under ", the
element T"(d) of D. Next, we inductively de&ne the satisfaction relation D; " |= b, which
assigns to every Boolean expression its truth value under ":
(i) D; " |=d ≈ e if, and only if, T"(d)= T"(e);
(ii) D; " |= r(d1; : : : ; dn) if, and only if, rD( T"(d1); : : : ; T"(dn));
(iii) D; " |=¬ b if, and only if, D; " |= b; and
(iv) D; " |= b∨ c if, and only if, D; " |= b or D; " |= c.
If D; " |= b for all valuations ", then we write D |= b.
Remark 16. In CRL, data is de&ned by means of a many-sorted algebraic speci&ca-
tion, which must at least include the speci&cation of a sort Bool with nullary function
symbols  and ⊥. It is usually assumed that  and ⊥ denote distinct elements of the
sort Bool, and that these are, in fact, the only elements of Bool. Terms of sort Bool
are then used to specify the conditions. Apart from these special assumptions about
the sort Bool, it is treated as just another data sort, so that, e.g., action symbols may
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take parameters of sort Bool, and also choice quanti&cation can be over the sort Bool.
Moreover, it is allowed to de&ne functions that take arguments of sort Bool and have
any other speci&ed data sort as domain; this facilitates, e.g., the speci&cation of an
if-then-else construct for each data sort.
The notion of data de&ned here deviates in several ways from the notion of data
associated with CRL speci&cations.
Firstly, we restrict our attention to a data model that is essentially single-sorted
(although one may want to conceive it as a two-sorted data algebra, treating relations
as functions into a two-element Boolean algebra; cf. the author’s dissertation [18]).
This deviation is to simplify notation; our results may straightforwardly be generalised
to a many-sorted setting.
Secondly, in our setting, conditions are speci&ed by quanti&er-free &rst-order formu-
las with respect to the data model. Thus we presuppose, apart from the expressions for
 and ⊥, the Boolean connectives ¬ and ∨, and an equality predicate ≈ on the data
domain. Although the presence of these additional constructs is not required in a CRL
speci&cation, it is common practice to include them. Our main result in Section 4 is to
establish a precise correspondence between universal and existential quanti&cation of
&rst-order logic on the one hand, and choice quanti&cation on the other hand. Presup-
posing that conditions are speci&ed with quanti&er-free &rst-order formulas, facilitates
a convenient formulation of this result.
3.2. The language pCRL
Now, suppose that A is a non-empty countable set of symbols with &xed associated
arities; we call the elements of A parametrised action symbols. The set P of pCRL
expressions associated with D and A is generated by the following grammar:
p ::= a(d1; : : : ; dn) |
|p+ p|p · p|p / b . p |
∑
x p (7)
where a is a parametrised action symbol of arity n; d1; : : : ; dn are data expressions, x
is a variable and b is a Boolean expression.
Most of the time we shall write pq instead of p · q. We assign syntactic precedence
to the constructs according to the following order:
+ ¡
∑
x ¡ / b . ¡ ·;
i.e., + binds weakest and · binds strongest. The construct / b . is called a conditional,
and the Boolean expression b is sometimes called its condition. The construct
∑
x we
shall call a choice quanti5er; it binds the variable x in its argument. An occurrence of
a variable x is free in a pCRL expression if it is not in the scope of a
∑
x; otherwise
it is bound. The set of variables with a free occurrence in p we denote by FV(p).
A pCRL expression without free variables is closed.
We need to exercise some prudence when applying substitutions to pCRL expressions.
Suppose that d is substituted for x in p; then only the free occurrences of x should
be replaced by d, and an occurrence of a variable y in d should not become bound
by this replacement. A substitution $ :X→D is correct for p if, for all x∈FV(p), no
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free occurrence of a variable y in $(x) is in the scope of a
∑
y when x is replaced
by $(x) in p. A substitution $ is extended to a partial mapping T$ from expressions to
expressions: T$ is de&ned only for expressions for which $ is correct, and it distributes
over all the constructs of the language, except that
T$
(∑
x p
)
=
∑
x T$
′(p); where $′(y) =
{
y if y = x; and
$(y) otherwise:
Let x˜ = x1; : : : ; xn be a sequence of variables, and let d˜=d1; : : : ; dn be a sequence of
data expressions. If $ is a correct substitution for p that is the identity on all vari-
ables, except that $(xi)=di for all i=1; : : : ; n, then, we shall frequently write p[x˜ := d˜]
to designate T$(p). Moreover, if p designates a pCRL expression, then by writing
p[x˜ := d˜] we shall always mean the pCRL expression obtained from p in the manner
just described; in particular, it will be tacitly assumed that the involved substitution is
correct.
Suppose that p is a pCRL expression with a subexpression of the form
∑
x p
′; then
we may replace this subexpression by
∑
y p
′[x :=y], where y =∈FV(p′); p and q are
'-congruent if q can be obtained from p by a series of replacements of this kind.
Although a substitution $ may not be correct for p, there is always an element in
[p]'={q | q is '-congruent with p} for which $ is correct. Moreover, if $ is correct
for both p and q and [p]'=[q]', then also [ T$(p)]'=[ T$(q)]'. Hence, there exists a
unique total mapping on '-congruence classes such that [p]' → [ T$(p)]'; let us denote
it by T$='. In general, a partial mapping f on expressions induces a unique total mapping
f=' on '-congruence classes of expressions such that [p]' → [f(p)]', provided that
(1) for every p there exists an '-congruent q for which f is de&ned; and
(2) if f is de&ned for '-congruent p and q, then f(p)=f(q).
In the remainder, we shall leave the proof that there exists a unique mapping f='
to the reader, and we shall adopt the following convention (similar to the ‘variable
convention’ of the (-calculus [4]):
Convention 17. We identify expressions and their respective congruence classes; i.e.,
we use p also to denote the set [p]'. Whenever we de&ne a partial mapping f on
expressions that gives rise to a unique total mapping f=' on '-congruence classes of
expressions, we identify f and f='; i.e., we use f also to denote f='.
The syntax of pCRL suggests a correspondence with the operations of generalised
basic process algebras with deadlock. When we use pCRL expressions to denote ele-
ments of a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock, then we want that p + q
denotes the alternative composition of the elements denoted by p and q, that p · q de-
notes their sequential composition, and that the pCRL expression 
 refers to deadlock.
If we want to make a similar remark about the correspondence between choice quan-
ti&cation and generalised summation, then we need to &x a domain of values for the
variables.
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Example 18. Suppose that variables range over the set R of real numbers. According
to our remarks at the beginning of this section, with the expression
∑
x in(x) we mean
the process that inputs an arbitrary real number. This is the in&nite sum∑{in(r) | r ∈ R}
in a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock with for every real number r a
process that is denoted with the action symbol in(r) and that models the action of
inputting r. There may not be a pCRL expression to denote the process in(r); e.g.,
with respect to the language of R in Example 15,
√
2 is not a data expression, and
hence in(
√
2) is not a pCRL expression. Also note that the set of pCRL expressions
associated with R is countable, while the pCRL expression
∑
x in(x) refers to the least
upper bound of a continuum of alternatives (there is an action in(r) for every real
number r∈R).
The above example illustrates that, in general, the expression
∑
x p does not refer to
a generalised sum of pCRL expressions. Intuitively, it refers to
∑{p[x := d] | d∈D},
where p[x := d] is obtained by replacing the free occurrences of x in p by the element
d∈D. To get a formalisation that reKects our intuition, we introduce expressions of
the form p[x := d] as an auxiliary notion.
The set PolD(D) of data polynomials associated with D consists of the data expres-
sions over the language of D extended with, for every element d∈D, a new nullary
function symbol called the name of d. Let us agree to denote the name of an element
d of D by the same symbol d, so that the set PolD(D) is generated by
dpol ::= x | d | f (dpol ; : : : ; dpol);
where x is a variable, d is an element of D, f is a function symbol of arity n and
dpol ; : : : ; dpol is a sequence of length n (cf. (5)).
Example 19. With respect to the data algebra R of Example 15, a data expression
d(x1; : : : ; xn) is a polynomial in n indeterminates over R with natural coeVcients,
whereas a data polynomial dpol(x1; : : : ; xn) is a polynomial in n indeterminates over R
with real coeVcients. Further note that the set of data expressions associated with R
is countable, whereas the set of data polynomials associated with R is uncountable.
The set PolB(D) of Boolean polynomials associated with D is generated by the
grammar in (6) by letting d1; : : : ; dn range over data polynomials instead of over data
expressions. The set PolP(D) of pCRL polynomials associated with D and A is gen-
erated by the grammar in (7) by letting d1; : : : ; dn range over data polynomials and b
over Boolean polynomials. The set PolP(D) is the universe of a generalised algebra
similar to generalised basic process algebras with deadlock:
Pol(A;D) = 〈PolP(D);+; ·; 
;
∑〉;
a set P⊆ PolP(D) is admissible for
∑
in Pol(A;D) if there exists a pCRL polynomial
p and a free variable x such that
P = {p[x := d] | d ∈ D}; (8)
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and we de&ne∑
P =
∑
x p:
Remark 20. Examples 18 and 19 illustrate why we have taken ‘pCRL expression’ as
the fundamental notion in our language and treat ‘pCRL polynomial’ as auxiliary: we
wish to reason about the least upper bound of a continuum of alternatives (e.g., the
pCRL expression
∑
x in(x) refers to the least upper bound of a continuum of pCRL
polynomials) without reverting to an uncountable language. In this way, the integration
operation of real time process algebra [1], which is used to specify that an action occurs
somewhere within a time interval, is a special form of choice quanti&cation.
Groote and Ponse [11] require in their original de&nition of CRL that the data model
is minimal (i.e., every element is denoted by a data expression), and they let variables
range over data expressions. Thus, they escape the introduction of polynomials, but
at the same time exclude uncountable domains as data. Consequently, the integration
operation is not a special instance of their choice quanti&er. In the timed version of
CRL of Groote et al. [13] it is no longer required that the data model is minimal.
3.3. The semantics of pCRL
We are now going to establish an interpretation of pCRL expressions as elements
of a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock P. A closed pCRL expression
should denote a unique element of P. In general, a pCRL expression may contain free
variables, and then it should denote a unique element of P for every assignment of
values to its free variables. We shall de&ne the interpretation * of pCRL expressions as
elements of P as a family
* = {*" | " a valuation}
of mappings that interpret each pCRL expression p as an element *"(p) of P. Clearly,
the interpretation * should reKect the relation that we have established between the
syntax of pCRL and the operations of generalised basic process algebras with deadlock,
so we require that each
*" : Pol(A;D)→ P
is a homomorphism from the algebra of pCRL polynomials Pol(A;D) into P; we call
it the interpretation homomorphism generated by ".
We began with the hypothesis that associated with every generalised basic process
algebra with deadlock P is a set of action symbols A and a mapping act :A→ P that
interprets action symbols as elements of P. The action symbols in A, we have argued,
should be thought of as having a particular structure (see (4)). We have, as we may
now observe, assumed that A consists of a special kind of pCRL polynomial. The
elements of A are of the form a(d1; : : : ; dn), with a∈A and d1; : : : ; dn ∈D. Henceforth,
we call such polynomials pCRL actions. The mapping
act : A→ P
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that interprets pCRL actions as elements of P we call the A-interpretation associated
with P. We require that each interpretation homomorphism *" of pCRL polynomials
into P extends the A-interpretation associated with P.
In accordance with McKenzie et al. [20], we denote by Sg(A) the subuniverse of
Pol(A;D) generated by A (i.e., Sg(A) is the least set that contains A and is closed
under the operations of generalised basic process algebras with deadlock); we de&ne
Act(A;D) = 〈Sg(A);+; ·; 
;∑〉 :
The A-interpretation associated with P does not necessarily extend to a homomorphism
from Act(A;D) to P, since the image of a set of pCRL actions admissible in Act(A;D)
may not be admissible in P. Let act :Sg(A)* P be the maximal extension of act to
a partial mapping from Sg(A) to P that respects the operations of generalised basic
process algebras with deadlock. Since A generates Sg(A), act is unique.
Denition 21. Let P be a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock with an
associated A-interpretation act. We say that P is pCRL-complete with respect to act if
the following closure condition holds for all pCRL polynomials p(x) in one variable:
if act(p(d)) is de&ned for all d ∈ D; then the set {act(p(d)) | d ∈ D} is
admissible in P:
Example 22. The algebra T(L) of transition trees with branching degree ¡ is
pCRL-complete under any interpretation of the pCRL actions, provided that the do-
main of D has cardinality ¡. For example, if D has a &nite domain, then Tℵ0 (L) is
pCRL-complete; if D has a countably in&nite domain, then Tℵ1 (L) is pCRL-complete,
but Tℵ0 (L) is not.
Clearly, our requirement that *" must be a homomorphism that extends act, can only
be satis&ed if P is pCRL-complete. On the other hand, if P is pCRL-complete, then
act uniquely extends to a homomorphism
act : Act(A;D)→ P:
Now, to complete the de&nition of *", it suVces to explain how, given a valuation ",
arbitrary pCRL polynomials should be interpreted as elements of Act(A;D). To this
end, we are now going to associate with every valuation " a homomorphism
< =" : Pol(A;D)→ Act(A;D):
First, let us agree that from now on T" denotes the unique homomorphic extension of
" to a mapping from the set PolD(D) of data polynomials into D (this is the obvious
extension of our earlier de&nition of T" on p. 18 so that it assigns a value in D to every
data polynomial). Subsequently, let us assume that in the de&nition of the satisfaction
relation discussed in Section 3.1, d, e and d1; : : : ; dn range over data polynomials, and
that b and c range over Boolean polynomials. We thus get an inductive de&nition of
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a satisfaction relation D; " |= bpol, which assigns every Boolean polynomial its truth
value under ". Then, we can de&ne < =" as follows:
<a(dpol1; : : : ; dpoln)=" = a( T"(dpol1); : : : ; T"(dpoln));
<
=" = 
;
<p+ q=" = <p=" + <q=";
<p · q=" = <p=" · <q=";
<p / bpol . q=" =
{
<p=" if D; " |= bpol
<q=" if D; " |= bpol; and
<
∑
x p=" =
∑{<p[x := d]=" | d ∈ D}:
The homomorphism < =" maps Pol(A;D) onto its A-generated subalgebra. We de&ne
the interpretation homomorphism *" generated by the valuation " as the composition of
act and < =":
A pCRL equation is a formula of the form p≈ q, where p and q are pCRL expressions.
If *"(p)= *"(q), then we say that " satis5es p≈ q in P (notation: P; " |=p≈ q). If
every valuation satis&es p≈ q in P, then we say that p≈ q is valid in P, and we write
P |=p≈ q. A pCRL summand inclusion is a formal expression of the form p4 q,
where p and q are pCRL expressions. If *"(p)6*"(q), then we say that " satis5es
p4 q in P (notation: P; " |=p4 q). If every valuation satis&es p4 q in P, then we
say that p4 q is valid in P, and we write P |=p4 q. Note that it follows from the
de&nition of 6 discussed in Section 2.1 that
P; " |= p 4 q if ; and only if ; P; " |= q ≈ q+ p:
3.4. pCRL trees
Consider the algebra T(L) with an injective A-interpretation
act : A→ T0 = {{‘} | ‘ ∈L}
that associates with every pCRL action a unique tree action, and suppose that the
domain of D has cardinality ¡. The homomorphism
act : Act(A;D)→ T(L)
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Fig. 4. The transition tree associated with the expression of Example 23.
induced by this A-interpretation allows us to picture certain closed pCRL polynomials
as transition trees with actions as labels.
Example 23. If we take as data the additive group of integers ordered by 6, then the
pCRL expression∑
x r(x)s(x) / 06 x . r(x)s(−x);
may be pictured as the tree in Fig. 4.
Their interpretation as transition trees induces an equivalence on the pCRL polyno-
mials. We apply a standard technique in universal algebra to construct from Act(A;D)
a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock, with as universe the set of pCRL
polynomials modulo this equivalence. First, we need to generalise the notion of con-
gruence. Suppose that # is a congruence of an algebra 〈P;+; ·; 
〉 similar to ba-
sic process algebras with deadlock. As usual, with p=# we shall denote the
congruence class with respect to # that contains p, i.e., p=#= {q | 〈q; p〉 ∈#}, and
if P′⊆ P, then
P′=# = {p=# | p ∈ P′}:
The relation # is a congruence of the algebra P= 〈P;+; ·; 
;∑〉 similar to generalised
basic process algebras with deadlock if it is a congruence of 〈P;+; ·; 
〉 and it satis&es
the following substitution property with respect to
∑
:
if P′; P′′ ⊆ P are admissible for ∑ and P′=# = P′′=#; then
〈∑P′;∑P′′〉 ∈ #:
If # is a congruence of P, then we may de&ne on P=# the operations +; ·, and 
 as
usual, and we may also de&ne a generalised operation
∑
by∑
(P′=#) =
(∑
P′
)
=# (P′=# is admissible if P′ is admissible for∑
in P);
we get a generalised quotient algebra P=#= 〈P=#;+; ·; 
;∑〉.
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Now, consider the homomorphism act :Act(A;D)→T(L), induced by the bijec-
tion act. The kernel of this homomorphism is the relation
# = {〈p; q〉 ⊆ Sg(A)× Sg(A) | act(p) = act(q)};
it is a congruence on Act(A;D). 5 We denote the generalised quotient algebra by
TD(A), i.e.,
TD(A) = Act(A;D)=# = 〈Sg(A)=#;+; ·; 
;
∑〉 :
Clearly, TD(A) is a generalised basic process algebra with deadlock, and we associate
with it an A-interpretation de&ned by
a(d1; : : : ; dn) → a(d1; : : : ; dn)=#:
With respect to this A-interpretation TD(A) is pCRL-complete. An element of TD(A)
we call a pCRL tree.
We shall now associate with every pCRL expression an equivalent pCRL expression
in a certain special form, with a close resemblance to the transition tree it describes.
An action expression is a pCRL expression of the form a(d1; : : : ; dn), where a is an
n-ary parametrised action symbol and d1; : : : ; dn is a sequence of data expressions. By
a simple pCRL expression we shall understand an expression of the form∑
x˜ a / b . 
 or of the form
∑
x˜ ap / b . 
; (9)
where
∑
x˜ abbreviates the sequence
∑
x1 · · ·
∑
xn for a sequence x˜= x1; : : : ; xn of vari-
ables, a is an action expression, b is a Boolean expression and p is a pCRL ex-
pression. If in (9) the sequence x˜ is empty, then the simple pCRL expression has no
leading choice quanti&ers. We call p the continuation of the simple pCRL expression∑
x˜ ap / b . 
.
Denition 24. The set T of tree forms is generated by
t ::= 

∣∣∑
x˜ a / b . 
 |
∑
x˜ at / b . 

∣∣ t + t;
where a is an action expression, b is a Boolean expression, and x˜ is a (possibly empty)
sequence of variables.
Example 25. With the pCRL expression of Example 14 we may associate the tree form∑
x r2(x)s2(1) / V(x) . 
+
∑
x r2(x)s2(0) / ¬V(x) . 
:
With the pCRL expression of Example 23 we may associate the tree form∑
x r(x)s(x) / 06 x . 
+
∑
x r(x)s(−x) / ¬(06 x) . 
;
the &rst simple expression describes the right half of the transition tree in Fig. 4 and
that the second simple expression describes the left half.
5 We use a generalised version of the Homomorphism Theorem (see [20, p. 28] or [8, p. 46]); the
generalisation is straightforward.
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Proposition 26. There is a recursive function . :P→T that associates with every
pCRL expression a tree form .(p) such that TD(A); " |=p≈ .(p).
Proof. See Appendix A.
For technical purposes it is convenient to impose some extra restrictions on how a
tree form is written down. Let t be a tree form; t is ordered if
t = t1 + · · ·+ tm + tm+1 + · · ·+ tn; (10)
where ti is a simple tree form with an ordered continuation for all 16i6m and ti is
a simple tree form without continuation for all m¡i6n. By convention, if m=0 then
t= tm+1 + · · · + tn; if m= n, then t= t1 + · · · + tm; and if m= n=0, then t= 
. We
denote the set of ordered tree forms by To.
Modulo the commutativity and the associativity of + and using that 
 is a neutral
element for +, any tree form can be written as an ordered tree form. Hence, . is easily
modi&ed so that it yields only ordered tree forms; let .o be the recursive function that
results from this modi&cation.
Corollary 27. The recursive function .o :P→To associates with every pCRL expres-
sion p an ordered tree form .o(p) such that TD(A); " |=p≈ .o(p).
4. A correspondence between pCRL and rst-order logic
The language pCRL is parametrised with the data model D. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.4, its expressions correspond with certain in&nitely branching trees. Which trees
correspond with pCRL expressions depends in part on D. For instance, for the in-
&nitely branching tree pictured in Fig. 4, we need that the domain of D consists of
integers, and that D has a relation 6 or a function | | that computes the absolute
value.
Not surprisingly, the validity in TD(A) of pCRL equations also depends in some
way on D. For instance, if d and e are closed data expressions and a is a unary
parametrised action symbol, then
TD(A) |= a(d) ≈ a(e) if ; and only if ;D |= d ≈ e:
Also, if b is a closed Boolean expression and p and q are closed pCRL expressions,
then
TD(A) |=
{
p / b . q ≈ p if D |= b; and
p / b . q ≈ q if D |= b:
This means that if it is undecidable whether D |= b, then the validity in TD(A) of
pCRL equations is also undecidable. But even if D |= b is decidable, the validity of a
pCRL equation in TD(A) may still be undecidable.
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Example 28. Suppose that we take as data the natural numbers with Kleene’s T -
predicate: if z is the encoding (i.e., GWodel number) of Turing machine Z , then
T (z; x; y) = T if ; and only if ; y encodes a computation6 of Z on x:7
Kleene’s T -predicate is a decidable relation on the natural numbers. Now, consider
the pCRL expression
p(z; x) =
∑
y c / T (z; x; y) . 
; where c is any closed action expression:
If Z has a successful computation on input x, then TD(A) |=p(z; x)≈ c; otherwise
TD(A) |=p(z; x)≈ 
. So p(z; x)≈ c holds in TD(A) if, and only if, the &rst-order
formula
(∃y)T (z; x; y)
holds in D. This formula de&nes an undecidable relation on the natural numbers—it
corresponds to the halting problem [31]—so validity in TD(A) is undecidable.
Although existential quanti&ers are not part of our de&nition of Boolean expressions,
they pop up when we consider validity in TD(A). Example 28 shows that the validity
in TD(A) of a pCRL equation may be undecidable if there exist undecidable &rst-
order assertions about the data. We shall see below that it is necessary and suVcient
for the decidability of validity in TD(A) that all &rst-order assertions about the data
are decidable.
The set 2 of 5rst-order formulas is generated by
’ ::= d ≈ e | r(d1; : : : ; dn) | ¬’ | ’ ∨ ’ | (∃x)’; (11)
where d1; : : : ; dn are data expressions, r is a relation symbol of arity n, and x is a
variable. We see that the syntax of &rst-order formulas (11) is obtained by adding, for
every variable x∈X , an existential quanti&er (∃x) to the syntax of Boolean expressions
(cf. (6)). The construct (∃x) is a binder; it binds the variable x in its argument. As
such, it comes with a notion of '-conversion; we adopt Convention 17 also for &rst-
order formulas. It is convenient to introduce a few standard abbreviations: if ’ and
 are &rst-order formulas, then ’∧  abbreviates the &rst-order formula ¬(¬’∨¬ ),
’→  abbreviates ¬’∨  , ’↔  abbreviates (’→  )∧ ( →’), and (∀x)’ abbre-
viates ¬(∃x)¬’. Furthermore, if m¿1, n¿0 and ’i is a &rst-order formula for all
m6i6n, then
∨
m6i6n ’i abbreviates the &rst-order formula that is inductively given by:
(1) if n¡m, then
∨
m6i6n ’i =⊥; and
(2) if n¿m, then
∨
m6i6n ’i =
∨
m6i6n−1 ’i ∨’n.
6A computation is a sequence of pairs consisting of a state and a string that represents the contents of
the tape, such that the last state in the sequence is a &nal state.
7In the recursion theory literature (e.g., [10,28]) one &nds the predicates Tn(z; x1; : : : ; xn; y), where Z
takes the sequence x1; : : : ; xn as input; we shall only use T1 and drop the subscript.
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Given a valuation " :X →D, we de&ne the satisfaction relation D; " |=’ by letting b
and c in the de&nition of the satisfaction relation for Boolean expressions discussed in
Section 3.1 range over &rst-order formulas, and by adding an extra clause for existential
quanti&cation:
(v) D; " |=(∃x)’ if, and only if, there exists an element d∈D such that
D; "[x := d] |=’, where "[x := d] is the valuation such that
"[x := d](y) =
{
d if y = x; and
"(y) otherwise:
If D; " |=’ for all valuations ", then we write D |=’. The 5rst-order theory of D is
the set of all formulas ’ such that D |=’.
We also de&ne the pCRL theory of D, as the set of all pCRL equations p≈ q such
that TD(A) |=p≈ q. We shall reveal the following intimate relationship between the
pCRL theory of D and the &rst-order theory of D:
The pCRL theory of D and the &rst-order theory of D
are recursively isomorphic:
That is, there exists a recursive bijection between both theories (see [28]).
To prove this, it is, by a theorem of Myhill [24], enough to show that the pCRL
theory of D and the &rst-order theory of D have the same degree of unsolvability with
respect to one–one reducibility [28]. That is, it suVces to de&ne two one–one recursive
functions:
(1) 5 :P×P→2 such that for every valuation "
TD(A); " |= p ≈ q if ; and only if ; D; " |= 5(p; q); and
(2) 6 :2→P×P such that for every valuation "
D; " |= ’ if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= p ≈ q; where 6(’) = 〈p; q〉:
The function 5 will be de&ned in Section 4.1 (see Theorem 33); the function 6 will
be de&ned in Section 4.2 (see Theorem 40).
4.1. The de5nition of 5
We start with an analysis of when a valuation " satis&es t4 u in TD(A), where t
and u are ordered tree forms. Our analysis will lead to the de&nition of a recursive
function 54 :To×To→2 such that for all ordered tree forms t and u
D; " |= 54(t; u) if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= t 4 u:
We shall then obtain 5 from 54 and the function . that assigns to every pCRL
expression an equivalent ordered tree form.
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First, we distinguish cases according to the form of t:
Suppose that t= 
. Since 
 is the least element with respect to6 in every generalised
basic process algebra with deadlock,
TD(A); " |= 
 4 u: (12)
Suppose that t= t′+ t′′, then, since an alternative composition is the least upper bound
of its components in every generalised basic process algebra with deadlock,
TD(A); " |= t′ + t′′ 4 u if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= t′ 4 u; t′′ 4 u: (13)
Suppose t is a simple tree form, say t=
∑
x˜ t
∗ / b . 
. We need some notation: if
x˜= x1; : : : ; xn is a sequence of variables, and d˜= d1; : : : ; dn is a sequence of elements
of D, then with [˜x := d˜] we shall mean the sequence
[xn := dn] · · · [x1 := d1]:
(The inversion is for convenience of notation; e.g., we have, for a sequence of variables
x˜= x1; : : : ; xn, that
*"
(∑
x˜ p
)
=
∑{*"(p[x˜ := d˜]) | d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D};
also if some variable occurs more than once in x˜.)
Lemma 29. Suppose that x˜= x1; : : : ; xn is a sequence of variables such that {˜x}∩
FV(u)= ∅; then
TD(A); " |=
∑
x˜ t
∗ / b . 
 4 u if ; and only if ;
for all sequences d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D
D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b implies TD(A); "[x˜ := d˜] |= t∗ 4 u: (14)
Proof. Let t=
∑
x˜ t
∗ / b . 
, and let *" be the interpretation homomorphism from
Pol(A;D) into TD(A) generated by "; then
*"(t) =
∑{*"(t∗[x˜ := d˜]) | d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b}:
(To &nd the expression on the right-hand side of the equation, we have used that
D; " |= b[˜x := d˜] if, and only if, D; "[˜x := d˜] |= b, which is easily established by induction
on the structure of the Boolean expression b.)
If TD(A); " |= t4 u, then, by (GA1),
*"(t∗[x˜ := d˜])6 *"(u) for all sequences d˜ such that D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b:
Since xi =∈ FV(u) for all 16i6n,
*"(u) = *"(u[x˜ := d˜]):
Hence, if D; "[˜x := d˜] |= b, then TD(A); "[˜x := d˜] |= t∗4 u.
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Conversely, suppose that
D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b implies TD(A); "[x˜ := d˜] |= t∗ 4 u for all d˜;
then, by (GA2),
TD(A); "[x˜ := d˜] |= t 4 u:
Hence, since *"(u)= *"(u[˜x := d˜]), TD(A); " |= t4 u.
So, if t= t1+· · ·+tn and ti is simple for all 16i6n, then, by (12) and (13), whether
a statement of the form TD(A); " |= t4 u is true is determined by whether statements
of the form TD(A); " |= ti4 u are true. Furthermore, if ti =
∑
x˜ t
∗
i / b . 
, then, by (14),
whether the statement TD(A); " |= ti4 u is true is determined by whether a statement
of the form TD(A); " |= t∗i 4 u is true. Note that if ti is simple, then t∗i is either an
action expression or a sequential composition that starts with an action expression.
Let us &x an action expression a and a tree form t′, and suppose that t∗= a or
t∗= at′. We shall now analyse when " satis&es t∗4 u in TD(A); again we distinguish
cases, this time according to the form of u:
Suppose that u= 
; then, by Lemma 7(i),
if t∗ = a or t∗ = at′; then TD(A); " |= t∗ 4 
: (15)
Suppose that u= u′ + u′′; then, by Lemma 7(ii),
if t∗ = a or t∗ = at′; then
TD(A); " |= t∗ 4 u′ + u′′ if ; and only if ;
TD(A); " |= t∗ 4 u′ or TD(A); " |= t∗ 4 u′: (16)
For the case that u is a simple expression, we &rst prove a lemma.
Lemma 30. Suppose t∗= a or t∗= at′, and let x˜= x1; : : : ; xn be a sequence of variables
such that {˜x}∩ FV(t∗)= ∅; then
TD(A); " |= t∗ 4
∑
x˜ u
∗ / b . 
 if ; and only if ;
there is a sequences d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈D such that
D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b and TD(A); "[x˜ := d˜] |= t∗ 4 u∗: (17)
Proof. Let u=
∑
x˜ u
∗ / b . 
, and let *" be the interpretation homomorphism from
Pol(A;D) into TD(A) generated by "; then
*"(u) =
∑{*"(u∗[x˜ := d˜]) | d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; "[x˜ := d˜] |= b}:
Since *"(t∗)= *"(a) or *"(t∗)= *"(a) · *"(t′) and *"(a) is a tree action, we &nd by
Lemma 7(iii) that *"(t∗)6*"(u) if, and only if, there exists d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D such
that D; "[˜x := d˜] |= b and *"(t∗)6*"(u∗ [˜x := d˜]); the lemma follows.
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Now, suppose that u is a simple expression, say u=
∑
x˜ u
∗ / b . 
 with u∗= a′ or
u∗= a′u′; we conclude our analysis by distinguishing cases according to the forms of
t∗ and u∗:
if t∗= a and u∗= a′, then, by Lemma 7(v),
TD(A); " |= t∗ 4 u∗ if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= t∗ ≈ u∗; (18)
if t∗= at′ and u∗= a′u′, then, by Lemma 7(vi),
TD(A);" |= t∗ 4 u∗ if ; and only if ; TD(A);" |= a ≈ a′; t′ ≈ u′; (19)
if t∗= at′ and u∗= a′, or t∗= a and u∗= a′u′, then, by Lemma 7(iv),
TD(A);" |= t∗ 4 u∗: (20)
Our analysis shows that a statement of the form TD(A); " |= t 4 u is equivalent to a
&rst-order combination of statements of the form
(1) D; " |= b, with b a Boolean expression;
(2) TD(A);" |= a≈ a′, where a and a′ are action expressions; and
(3) TD(A);" |= t′ 4 u′ and TD(A);" |= u′ 4 t′, where t′ and u′ are continuations of
simple expressions in t and u, respectively.
Associating an appropriate &rst-order formula with a statement of the &rst form is
easy: just take b. The following de&nition enables us to associate an appropriate &rst-
order formula with a statement of the second form.
Denition 31. Let a=a(d1; : : : ; dm) and a′=a′(e1; : : : ; en) be action expressions, we
de&ne a Boolean expression a≈ a′ as follows:
a ≈ a′ =
{
d1 ≈ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ dm ≈ en if a = a′ and m = n; and
⊥ otherwise:
In the following lemma we prove that our de&nition is correct.
Lemma 32. If a and a′ are action expressions, then
TD(A);" |= a ≈ a′ if ; and only if ; D; " |= a ≈ a′:
Proof. Suppose that a=a(d1; : : : ; dm) and a′=a′(e1; : : : ; en); we have
TD(A);" |= a ≈ a′
⇔ a( T"(d1); : : : ; T"(dm)) = a′( T"(e1); : : : ; T"(en))
⇔ a = a′; m = n and T"(di) = T"(ei) for all 16 i 6 n
⇔ a = a′; m = n and D; " |= di ≈ ei for all 16 i 6 n
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⇔ a = a′; m = n and D; " |= d1 ≈ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ dn ≈ en
⇔ D; " |= a ≈ a′;
by which the lemma is proved.
With statements of the third form we are going to deal recursively. First, we associate
with every tree form t a natural number |t|:
|
| = 0; ∣∣∑x˜ a / b . 
∣∣ = 1;
|t′ + t′′| = |t′|+ |t′′|; ∣∣∑x˜ at′ / b . 
∣∣ = |t′|+ 1:
If t′ is the continuation of a simple expression in t, then |t′|¡ |t|. Consequently, if t′
and u′ are continuations of simple expressions in t and u, respectively, then
|t′|+ |u′|¡ |t|+ |u|:
Hence, by induction on |t| + |u| it follows that the expression TD(A); " |= t 4 u is
equivalent to a &rst-order combination of expressions of the &rst two forms.
Algorithm 1 reKects our analysis, except that it applies (14) and (17) without veri-
fying the provisos of Lemmas 29 and 30. Let us say that Algorithm 1 is correct for t
and u if for every variable x
(i) if
∑
x occurs in t, then x does not occur at all in u; and
(ii) if
∑
x occurs in u, then x does not occur at all in t.
Algorithm 1 yields a partial recursive function 54 :To ×To → 2 that is de&ned on t
and u if the algorithm is correct for t and u. It induces a total function on '-congruence
classes of tree forms which is by Convention 17 also denoted by 54; we have that
TD(A); " |= t 4 u if ; and only if ; D; " |= 54(t; u):
Since TD(A); " |= p≈ q if, and only if, TD(A); " |= p 4 q and TD(A); " |= q 4 p,
and by Corollary 27, we get that
TD(A); " |= p ≈ q if ; and only if ; D; " |= 54(.o(p); .o(q)) ∧ 54(.o(q); .o(p)):
Thus, we have a candidate for 5, except that it is not one–one. (If t is an ordered tree
form, then .o(t+
)= t, so 54(.o(t); .o(q))=54(.o(t+
); .o(q)) for all q.) We obtain
a one–one function as follows. Let p-q :P → (!− {0}) be any recursive injection of
P into the set of positive natural numbers (any recursive coding of strings over the
set of symbols used to write pCRL expressions will do; it is well-known that such
codings exist for &nite strings over a countable alphabet). For n¿1 we de&ne (⊥)n by
(⊥)1 = ⊥ and (⊥)n+1 = (⊥)n ∨ ⊥; note that D; " |= ’∨ (⊥)n if, and only if, D; " |= ’,
for all formulas ’. Now, let 5 :P×P→ 2 be such that for all p and q
〈p; q〉 → (54(.o(p); .o(q)) ∧ 54(.o(q); .o(p))) ∨ (⊥)ppq ∨ (⊥)pqq:
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Then, 5 is the one–one recursive function we needed to de&ne; we have proved the
following result:
Algorithm 1.
compute 54(t; u):
let u = u1 + · · ·+ um + um+1 + · · ·+ un,
where ui =
{∑
x˜i ai · u′i / bi . 
; 16 i 6 m;∑
x˜i ai / bi . 
; m¡i6n:
case
t = 
:
return .
t =
∑
x˜ a / b . 
:
return
(∀˜x)
(
b→ ∨
m¡i6n
(∃˜xi)(bi ∧ a ≈ ai)
)
:
t =
∑
x˜ a · t′ / b . 
:
compute 54(t′; u′i) for all 16 i 6 m;
compute 54(u′i ; t
′) for all 16 i 6 m;
return
(∀˜x)
(
b→ ∨
16i6m
(∃˜xi)(bi ∧ a ≈ ai ∧ 54(t′; u′i) ∧ 54(u′i ; t′))
)
.
t = t′ + t′′:
compute 54(t′; u);
compute 54(t′′; u);
return 54(t′; u) ∧ 54(t′′; u).
end.
Theorem 33. There exists a one–one recursive function 5 :P×P→ 2 such that for
all pCRL expressions p and q
TD(A); " |= p ≈ q if ; and only if ; D; " |= 5(p; q):
4.2. The de5nition of 6
We shall now associate with every &rst-order formula ’ a pair of pCRL expressions
6(’)= 〈p; q〉 such that D; " |= ’ if, and only if TD(A); " |= p≈ q. Clearly, if ’ is
quanti&er-free, then it is a Boolean expression, so that it may be used as a condition
in a conditional.
Lemma 34. If ’ is a quanti5er-free 5rst-order formula and c is a closed action
expression, then
TD(A); " |= c / ’ . 
 ≈ c if ; and only if ; D; " |= ’:
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Fig. 5. t = u if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2.
Proof. If D; " |= ’, then *"(c/’.
)= *"(c); otherwise *"(c/’.
)= 
. Since *"(c) = 

the lemma follows.
A &rst-order formula ’ is in prenex form if it has the form
(Qx1) : : : (Qxn) ;
where each (Qxi) is either (∃xi) or (∀xi), the variables x1; : : : ; xn are all distinct, and
 is quanti&er-free. We call (Qx1) : : : (Qxn) the pre5x of ’ and  the matrix.
Lemma 35. There exists a recursive function 7 :2 → 2 that associates with every
5rst-order formula ’ a prenex form 7(’) such that
D; " |= 7(’) if ; and only if ; D; " |= ’:
Proof. See [30] or [28].
By the above lemma, we may now concentrate on prenex forms. Lemma 34 shows
how the matrix of a prenex form can be expressed as a pCRL equation. To deal with
the pre&x, we shall prove that universal and existential quanti&ers can be expressed as
transformations on pairs of pCRL expressions. From this, we shall conclude that every
prenex form is expressible as a pCRL equation, de&ning a function 6 using 7 (with a
similar trick as in the de&nition of 5 to ensure that 6 is one–one).
Since universal quanti&cation generalises conjunction, it is instructive to see how
conjunction is expressible.
Example 36. Suppose that t1; t2; u1 and u2 are trees. We wish to construct trees t
and u such that t= u if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2. Let a1 and a2 be distinct tree
actions; we de&ne t= a1 · t1 + a2 · t2 and u= a1 · u1 + a2 · u2 (see Fig. 5).
By Lemma 7(vi) a1 · t1 = a1 · u1 if, and only if, t1 = u1, and also, since a1 = a2; a1 · t1
= a2 ·u2. Hence by Lemma 7(ii) a1 · t16u if, and only if, t1 = u1. Similarly it follows
that a2 · t26u if, and only if, t2 = u2, so t6u if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2. By
a symmetric argument it also follows that u6t if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2; we
get t= u if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2.
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Let a be a unary parametrised action symbol; we de&ne
(∀x)1〈p; q〉 =
∑
x a(x)p; and
(∀x)2〈p; q〉 =
∑
x a(x)q:
Intuitively, a(x) pairs a particular instance of p with the same instance of q: if
d1; d2 ∈D are distinct, then it is possible that *"(p[x := d1])= *"(q[x := d2]) for some
valuation ", while *"(a(d1)) = *"(a(d2)) implies that
*"(a(d1)) · *"(p[x := d1]) = *"(a(d2)) · *"(q[x := d2]):
Compare this to the use of a1 and a2 in Fig. 5: it follows from a1 = a2 that a1 · t1 =
a2 · u2.
Lemma 37 (∀-Introduction). If p and q are pCRL expressions, then
TD(A); " |= (∀x)1〈p; q〉 ≈ (∀x)2〈p; q〉 if ; and only if ;
TD(A); "[x := d] |= p ≈ q for all d ∈ D:
Proof. (⇒) If TD(A); " |= (∀x)1〈p; q〉 ≈ (∀x)2〈p; q〉, then
∑ {*"(a(d1)) · *"(p[x := d1]) | d1 ∈ D}
=
∑ {*"(a(d2)) · *"(q[x := d2]) | d2 ∈ D};
so by, Lemma 7(iii, vi), for every d1 ∈D there exists d2 ∈D such that a(d1)= a(d2)
and *"(p[x := d1])= *"(q[x := d2]). Since a(d1)= a(d2) implies d1 = d2, it follows that
*"(p[x := d]) = *"(q[x := d]) for all d ∈ D;
hence TD(A); "[x := d] |= p≈ q.
(⇐) If TD(A); "[x := d] |= p≈ q for all d∈D, then
*"(a(d)) · *"(p[x := d])= *"(a(d)) · *"(q[x := d]);
so TD(A); " |= (∀x)1〈p; q〉≈ (∀x)2〈p; q〉.
Existential quanti&cation generalises disjunction; the following example explains how
disjunction is expressible.
Example 38. Suppose that t1; t2; u1 and u2 are trees. We wish to construct trees t
and u such that t= u if, and only if, t1 = u1 or t2 = u2. Let a1, a2 and c be distinct
tree actions; we de&ne t= c · (a1 · t1 + a2 · u2) + c · (a1 · u1 + a2 · t2) and u= c · (a1 ·
t1 + a2 · u2) + c · (a1 · u1 + a2 · t2) + c · (a1 · t1 + a2 · t2) (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. t = u if, and only if, t1 = u1 and t2 = u2.
Clearly, t6u and c · (a1 · t1 + a2 · u2) + c · (a1 · u1 + a2 · t2)6t; so t= u if, and only
if, c · (a1 · t1 + a2 · t2)6t. Hence, by Lemma 7(ii, vi), t= u if, and only if, t1 = u1 or
t2 = u2.
Let c be a closed action expression and let a be a unary parametrised action symbol;
we de&ne
(∃x)1〈p; q〉 =
∑
x c
(∑
x a(x)p+ a(x)q
)
; and
(∃x)2〈p; q〉 = (∃x)1〈p; q〉+ c
(∑
x a(x)p
)
:
Note that in the de&nition of (∃x)1〈p; q〉 the &rst (i.e., left-most) occurrence of
∑
x
binds the variable x in a(x)q, while the second occurrence binds the variable x in
a(x)p. Intuitively, by executing c an instance a(d) · q[x := d] of a(x)q is &xed, but
from the execution of c it cannot be seen which particular element of D is selected.
Compare this to the function of the tree action c in Fig. 6: by executing c a choice is
made between ai · ti and ai · ui for i=1; 2.
Lemma 39 (∃-Introduction). If p and q are pCRL expressions, then
TD(A); " |= (∃x)1〈p; q〉 ≈ (∃x)2〈p; q〉 if ; and only if ;
there exists d ∈ D such that TD(A); "[x := d] |= p ≈ q:
Proof. Note that
TD(A); " |= (∃x)1〈p; q〉 ≈ (∃x)2〈p; q〉
⇔ TD(A); " |= c
(∑
x a(x)p
)
4
∑
x c
(∑
x a(x)p+ a(x)q
)
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⇔ there exists d ∈ D such that
TD(A); "[x := d] |=
∑
x a(x)p ≈
∑
x a(x)p+ a(x)q
⇔ there exists d ∈ D such that
TD(A); "[x := d] |= a(x)q 4
∑
x a(x)p
and, since a(d1) = a(d2) if, and only if, d1 = d2,
⇔ there exists d ∈ D such that TD(A); "[x := d] |= p ≈ q:
The proof of the lemma is complete.
Theorem 40. There exists a one–one recursive function 6 :2 → P×P such that for
every 5rst-order formula ’
D; " |= ’ if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= p ≈ q; where 6(’) = 〈p; q〉
(provided there are at least a closed action expression and a parametrised action
symbol with arity ¿0).
Proof. Let ’ be a prenex form; we de&ne pCRL expressions P(’) and Q(’) as follows:
(1) if the pre&x of ’ is empty, i.e., ’ is an quanti&er-free formula, then
P(’) = c / ’ . 
 and Q(’) = c;
where c is a closed action expression;
(2) if the pre&x of ’ begins with a universal quanti&er, say ’=(∀x) , then
P(’) = (∀x)1〈P( ); Q( )〉 and Q(’) = (∀x)2〈P( ); Q( )〉; and
(3) if the pre&x of ’ begins with an existential quanti&er, say ’=(∃x) , then
P(’) = (∃x)1〈P( ); Q( )〉 and Q(’) = (∃x)2〈P( ); Q( )〉:
By Lemmas 34, 37 and 39 and an easy induction on the length of the pre&x of ’ it
follows that
D; " |= ’ if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= P(’) ≈ Q(’):
To ensure that 6 is one–one, we use a recursive injection p−q :2 → (! − {0}) of 2
into the set of positive natural numbers; we de&ne 6 :2 → P×P by
’ → 〈P(7(’)) + (
)p’q; Q(7(’))〉;
where (
)1 = 
 and (
)n+1 = 
 · 
n for n¿ 1:
Clearly, 6 satis&es the requirements of the theorem, so the proof is complete.
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By Theorem 33 the pCRL theory of D is one–one reducible to the &rst-order theory
of D, and Theorem 40 proves the converse. Hence, the pCRL theory and the &rst-order
theory of D have the same degree of unsolvability with respect to one–one reducibility.
By a theorem of Myhill (see [28]) we get the following corollary.
Corollary 41. The pCRL theory of D and the 5rst-order theory of D are recursively
isomorphic (provided there are at least a closed action expression and a parametrised
action symbol with arity ¿0).
5. The universal fragment: input prexing
We have proved that the choice quanti&er is a powerful construct: it may be used
to simulate both the universal and the existential quanti&er of &rst-order logic. In-
deed, Algorithm 1 yields a quanti&er-free formula when applied to tree forms t and u
without choice quanti&ers, and with any quanti&er-free formula Lemma 34 associates
a pCRL expression without choice quanti&ers. In the examples we have always used
the choice quanti&er to model input. Instead of introducing a choice quanti&er, one
could add the input mechanism directly, as a special kind of action. This approach
is taken in value-passing CCS [22,15]. In that language, actions that model the in-
put of values are distinguished from actions that model the output of values. Suppose
that a∈A is an n-ary parametrised action. An input pre5x is an expression of the
form
a?x1; : : : ; xn; where x1; : : : ; xn is a sequence of variables:
An output pre5x is an expression of the form
a!d1; : : : ; dn; where d1; : : : ; dn is a sequence of data expressions:
Let us now consider the &nite, sequential fragment of value-passing CCS without the
internal action ;: the set IO of input=output expressions is de&ned by
io ::= nil | a?x1; : : : ; xn:io | a!d1; : : : ; dn:io | io+ io | b→ io;
where a∈A is an n-ary parametrised action, x1; : : : ; xn is a sequence of variables,
d1; : : : ; dn is a sequence of data expressions and b is a boolean expression. As usual
we shall abbreviate a?x1; : : : ; xn:nil by a?x1; : : : ; xn and a!d1; : : : ; dn:nil by a!d1; : : : ; dn.
Example 42. We consider again the protocol that we took as an example in Sections 2
and 3. In value-passing CCS the sending party (see Example 1) is denoted by
S = c1!m:c1?x;
the receiving party (see Examples 5 and 14, and also Example 25) by
R = c2?x:(V(m)→ c2!1+ ¬V(m)→ c2!0):
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To provide the input=output expressions with a semantics, we inductively associate a
pCRL expression with each of them:
nil → 
;8
if io → p; then a?x1; : : : ; xn:io →
∑
x1 ;:::; xn a(˜x)p;
if io → p; then a!d1; : : : ; dn:io → a(d1; : : : ; dn)p;
if io1 → p1 and io2 → p2; then (io1 + io2) → p1 + p2; and
if io → p; then (b→ io) → p / b . 
:
We shall generally not make the distinction between input=output expressions and
the pCRL expressions associated with them; in particular, we shall frequently call a
pCRL expression p an input=output expression if there is one associated with it. The
input=output theory of D is the set of all equations between input=output expressions p
and q such that TD(A) |= p≈ q. We shall see below that the input=output theory of D
is essentially less complex than the full pCRL theory of D: it is recursively isomorphic
to the universal fragment of the &rst-order theory of D. We easily get a variant of
Lemma 34.
Lemma 43. If ’ is a quanti5er-free 5rst-order formula and c is a closed output ac-
tion, then TD(A); " |= (’→ c)≈ c if, and only if, D; " |= ’.
If p and q are input=output expressions, then (∀x)1〈p; q〉 and (∀x)2〈p; q〉 are also
input=output expressions:
(∀x)1〈p; q〉 = a?x:p; and
(∀x)2〈p; q〉 = a?x:q:
Hence, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 44 (∀-Introduction). Suppose that p and q are pCRL expressions. Then
TD(A); " |= (∀x)1〈p; q〉 ≈ (∀x)2〈p; q〉 if ; and only if ;
TD(A); "[x := d] |= p ≈ q for all d ∈ D:
A &rst-order formula is universal if it is in prenex form and all quanti&ers in its
pre&x are universal; we denote by 2U the set of universal formulas. From Lemmas 43
and 44 we straightforwardly get a variant of Theorem 40.
Theorem 45. There exists a one–one recursive function 6io :2U→IO×IO such that
for every universal 5rst-order formula ’
D; " |= ’ if ; and only if ; TD(A); " |= p ≈ q; where 6io(’) = 〈p; q〉
8Actually, nil and 
 are processes with diPerent properties: nil is a neutral element for parallel compo-
sition, while 
 is not. But in our setting it only matters that they are both neutral elements for +.
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(provided that there is a closed output action and a parametrised action with arity
¿0).
The transformation 〈(∃x)1; (∃x)2〉 de&ned in Section 4.2 uses a distinct feature of the
choice quanti&er that is not expressible by means of an input pre&x: the variable x,
bound by the left-most choice quanti&er in∑
x c
(∑
x a(x)p+ a(x)q
)
does not occur in the action expression c that immediately follows it. Recall that,
intuitively, by executing c an instance a(d) · q[x := d] of a(x)q is &xed, but from the
execution of c it cannot be seen which particular element of D is selected. We shall
see below that if p is an input=output expression, then in .o(p), the ordered tree form
associated to p, the construct
∑
x only occurs in a special way.
Denition 46. Let t= t1 + · · ·+ tm + tm+1 + · · ·+ tn be an ordered tree form with
ti =
{∑
x˜i ait
′
i / bi . 
; 16 i 6 m;∑
x˜i ai / bi . 
; m ¡ i 6 n:
We say t has explicit instantiation if its continuations t′i (16i6m) have explicit
instantiation, and for all 16i6n such that |˜xi|¿ 0:
ai = ai (˜xi) for some parametrised action ai of arity |˜xi|:
(|˜xi| denotes the length of the sequence x˜i).
Lemma 47. If p is an input=output expression, then the ordered tree form .o(p)
associated with p has explicit instantiation.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of input=output expressions; we treat
two of the &ve cases.
(1) Suppose p is associated with a?x1; : : : ; xn:io, i.e., suppose that p′ is the pCRL
expression associated with io and let
p =
∑
x1 ;:::;xn a(x1; : : : ; xn)p
′:
By the induction hypothesis, the ordered tree form .o(p′) associated with p′ has
explicit instantiation; hence
.o(p) =
∑
x1 ;:::;xn a(x1; : : : ; xn).o(p
′) / . 

has explicit instantiation.
(2) Suppose p is associated with b→ io and let p′ be the pCRL expression associated
with io; then
.o(p) = .cnd(.o(p′); b) + .cnd(.o(
);¬b) = .cnd(.o(p′); b) + 
:
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From the induction hypothesis we get that the tree form .o(p′) has explicit instan-
tiation. Moreover, it is easily shown by induction on the structure of tree forms
that then also .cnd(.o(p′); b) has explicit instantiation. It follows that .o(p) has
explicit instantiation.
We shall now prove that all existential quanti&ers can be eliminated from the formula
54(t; u) if t and u are ordered tree forms with explicit instantiation.
Theorem 48. If t and u are ordered tree forms with explicit instantiation, then there
exists a universal 5rst-order formula ’ such that D |= 54(t; u)↔ ’.
Proof. We shall apply a few elementary results of &rst-order logic that are proved in
[30]; in particular we need the following results on quanti&ers:
((∀x)’ ∧  )↔ (∀x)(’ ∧  ); provided that x ∈ FV( ); (21)
((∀x)’ ∨  )↔ (∀x)(’ ∨  ); provided that x ∈ FV( ); (22)
(’→ (∀x) )↔ (∀x)(’→  ); provided that x ∈ FV(’); (23)
(∃x)(x ≈ d ∧ ’)↔ ’[x := d]: (24)
The proof is by induction on |t| + |u|; we shall only do the induction step. Suppose
|t|+ |u|¿0; we distinguish cases according to the form of t:
If t= 
, then 54(t; u)=, which is a universal formula.
If t= t′+ t′′, then by the induction hypothesis 54(t′; u) and 54(t′′; u) are equivalent
to universal &rst-order formulas, say
54(t′; u)↔ (∀x1) : : : (∀xk)’′ and
54(t′′; u)↔ (∀y1) : : : (∀yl)’′′:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that xi =yj, xi =∈ FV(’′′) and yj =∈ FV(’′),
for all 16i6k and 16j6l. Hence by (21)
54(t; u) = 54(t′; u) ∧ 54(t′′; u)
↔ (∀x1) : : : (∀xk)’′ ∧ (∀y1) : : : (∀yl)’′′
↔ (∀x1) : : : (∀xk)(∀y1) : : : (∀yl)(’′ ∧ ’′′):
In the two cases that remain, t is a simple expression; we shall only treat the case in
which t has continuation. Suppose t=
∑
x˜ at
′ / b . 
 and let u= u1 + · · ·+ um+ um+1 +
· · ·+ un with
ui =
{∑
x˜i ai · u′i / bi . 
; 16 i 6 m;∑
x˜i ai / bi . 
; m ¡ i 6 n:
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Then
54(t; u) = (∀x˜)
(
b→
∨
16i6m
(∃x˜i) (bi ∧ a ≈ ai ∧ 54(t′; u′i) ∧ 54(u′i ; t′))
)
:
Now consider the subformula (∃x˜i) (bi ∧ a≈ ai ∧54(t′; u′i)∧54(u′i ; t′)); by (22) and
(23) it suVces to prove that it is equivalent to a universal formula. By the induc-
tion hypothesis 54(t′; u′i) and 54(u
′
i ; t
′) are equivalent to universal formulas, say
(∀x1) : : : (∀xk)’ and (∀y1) : : : (∀yl) . If |˜xi|=0, then the theorem follows immediately
from (21), and if a≈ ai =⊥, then the theorem follows since (∃x)⊥↔⊥. Otherwise
a and ai are instances of the same parametrised action and, since u has explicit in-
stantiation, ai =a(x˜i). Let a=a(d˜), where d˜ is a sequence of data expressions with
|˜xi|= |d˜|. Then,
a ≈ ai = xi1 ≈ d1 ∧ · · · ∧ xik ≈ dk ;
whence by (24)
(∃ x˜i) (bi ∧ a ≈ ai ∧ ’ ∧  )↔ (bi[x˜i := d˜] ∧ ’[x˜i := d˜] ∧  [x˜i := d˜]):
From this the theorem follows, since by (21) the right-hand side is equivalent to a
universal formula.
Hence, the universal fragment of the &rst-order theory of D is one–one reducible
to the input=output theory of D, and from Lemma 47 and Theorem 48 we get the
converse. Hence, the input=output theory of D and the universal fragment of the
&rst-order theory of D have the same degree of unsolvability with respect to one–
one reducibility. Consequently, by a theorem of Myhill (see [28]) we get the
following
Corollary 49. The input=output theory of D and the universal fragment of the 5rst-
order theory of D are recursively isomorphic (provided that there exist a closed output
action and a parametrised action with arity ¿0).
6. Concluding remarks and related work
Our generalised basic process algebras with deadlock provide an abstract de&nition
of what is an in&nite sum in an arbitrary process algebra. Our motivation for having
an explicit treatment of in&nite sums was the observation of Milner that they may be
used to model input over an in&nite domain. Furthermore, we have explained how the
expressions of a fragment of CRL may be used to reason formally about the elements
of generalised basic process algebras with deadlock. Thus, we have established a cor-
respondence between CRL and process algebra, which was until now only suggested
by the choice of the constructs.
Value-passing CCS and its successor the 7-calculus [23] include an input pre&x
mechanism, which may be considered an extension of the action pre&x mechanism
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of pure CCS with binding parameters. ACP has, instead of the action pre&x mech-
anism of CCS, a binary operation · for sequential composition. In combination with
recursion, the operation for sequential composition enhances the expressive power of
the system; e.g., with sequential composition the process behaviour of a stack can be
speci&ed in&nitely many equations, which is not possible in pure CCS (see [5]). On
the other hand, since binary sequential composition is associative, the input mechanism
cannot be incorporated in ACP by simply giving actions binding parameters, for this
yields a scoping ambiguity: if c?x · (p · q)≈ (c?x · p) · q, then c?x cannot bind x in q
(cf. [2]).
This scoping ambiguity is solved in CRL (and in PSF) with the introduction of
an additional construct: the choice quanti&er. Thus, in CRL the binding aspect of the
input mechanism is separated from the action. This accounts for greater expressivity
compared to value-passing CCS. For instance, in CRL we can specify
• restricted input: if x ranges over natural numbers and the predicate even(x) holds
if, and only if, x is even, then the expression∑
x
in(x) · p / even(x) . 

speci&es the process that inputs an even natural number n and proceeds as p[x := n];
and
• non-deterministic output: if N′⊆N is a &nite subset of the set N of natural numbers,
then the recursion equation
X(N′) =
∑
x out(x) · X(N′ − {x}) / x ∈ N′ . 

speci&es the process that outputs the elements of N′ in random order.
Both features have proved to be useful for the speci&cation and veri&cation of pro-
tocols (see, e.g., [29]), which is the main application area of CRL. Note that the
displayed occurrences of choice quanti&ers are compatible with the requirement of
explicit instantiation (De&nition 46).
In CRL we see a gain in expressive power with respect to CCS by the inclu-
sion as separate constructs of two aspects of the input mechanism. A similar phe-
nomenon occurs in the fusion calculus of Parrow and Victor [25], which has the
polyadic 7-calculus as a subcalculus. There, a special kind of actions, called fu-
sion actions, keep track of certain identi&cations of names, and input actions do not
bind names. The fusion calculus has one binder, which is called the scope opera-
tor; it is in most circumstances similar to the restriction operator of the 7-calculus.
Fusion actions and scope operator together are used to express the passing of
names between components. In addition, delayed input, which cannot be speci&ed
directly in the 7-calculus, has a straightforward speci&cation in the fusion
calculus.
We have established a correspondence between the pCRL theory of the data model
and its &rst-order theory. Our Algorithm 1, which associates with every pCRL equation
a &rst-order data formula, produces an open formula when applied to tree forms without
choice quanti&ers. From this, we conclude that the contribution of choice quanti&ers
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to CRL corresponds to the contribution of universal and existential quanti&ers to &rst-
order logic. A particular instance of our result says that if we take as data the natural
numbers with Kleene’s T -predicate (see Example 28), then any arithmetical relation
may be reduced to a pCRL equation.
Ponse [26] has investigated the complexity of another fragment of CRL. He con-
siders data models with only recursive functions and relations, and, with respect to
our fragment, omits the choice quanti&ers and includes data-parametric recursion. For
(pairs of) speci&cations in this fragment he classi&es a number of properties in the
Arithmetical Hierarchy. In particular, he shows that, restricting to computable data,
equivalence between two recursive speci&cations in his fragment is complete in @01.
So, approximately, the contribution of data-parametric recursion to CRL corresponds
to the contribution of universal quanti&ers to &rst-order logic.
We have also proved that a choice quanti&er used to express input, behaves as a
universal quanti&er. Part of this result was already obtained by Hennessy and Lin [16]
for value-passing CCS. They gave an algorithm that associates to each pair of &nite
value-passing processes a universal formula that holds if, and only if, the processes are
(symbolic) bisimilar. We have added to this the result that the universal quanti&ers in-
troduced by their algorithm cannot be eliminated. More importantly, our result is about
a more expressive calculus than value-passing CCS; e.g., it also allows expressions
with restricted input and nondeterministic output.
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Appendix A. Tree forms
Below, we shall de&ne a function . :P→T that associates with every pCRL expres-
sion p an equivalent tree form .(p). First, we give the de&nitions of three auxiliary
functions:
The function .seq :T×T→T is recursively de&ned by
.seq(
; t) = 
;
.seq
(∑
x˜ a / b . 
; t
)
=
∑
x˜ a · t / b . 
; ({x˜} ∩ FV(t) = ∅);
.seq
(∑
x˜ a · t / b . 
; u
)
=
∑
x˜ a · .seq(t; u) / b . 
; ({x˜} ∩ FV(u) = ∅);
.seq(t + u; v) = .seq(t; v) + .seq(u; v):
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Suppose t and u are tree forms; .seq(t; u) is de&ned provided that the bound variables
in t are distinct from the free variables in u. The function .seq induces a total function
on '-congruence classes of tree forms which is by Convention 17 also denoted by .seq.
Lemma A.1. TD(A) |= .seq(t; u)≈ t · u.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the bound variables in t are
distinct from the free variables in u. Our proof is by induction on the structure of t.
Let " be an arbitrary valuation, and let *" be interpretation homomorphism generated
by " from Pol(A;D) into TD(A); we show that *"(.seq(t; u))= *"(t · u).
If t= 
, then, with an application of (A7),
*"(.seq(t; u)) = 
 = 
 · *"(u) = *"(t · u):
Suppose t=
∑
x˜ a / b . 
, with x˜= x1; : : : ; xn. By our assumption on the variables in t
and u, {x˜}∩ FV(u)= ∅, so u[x˜ := d˜ ] = u for all d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D. Hence, by (GA3)
*"(.seq(t; u))
=
∑ {*"(a · u[x˜ := d˜]) | d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜]}
=
∑ {*"(a[x˜ := d˜]) |
d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜]} · *"(u)
= *"(t · u):
Suppose t=
∑
x˜ a · t′ / b . 
, with x˜= x1; : : : ; xn. By the induction hypothesis we get
that, for all d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D,
*"(.seq(t′; u)[x˜ := d˜]) = *"(t′[x˜ := d˜]) · *"(u[x˜ := d˜]):
Hence, since our assumption on the variables in t and u implies u[x˜ := d˜] = u,
*"(.seq(t′; u)[x˜ := d˜]) = *"(t′[x˜ := d˜]) · *"(u):
We now obtain by (A5) and (GA3) that
*"(.seq(t; u))
=
∑{*"(a[x˜ := d˜]) · *"(.seq(t′; u)[x˜ := d˜]) |
d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜]}
=
∑{*"(a[x˜ := d˜]) · *"(t′[x˜ := d˜]) |
d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn ∈ D s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜]} · *"(u)
= *"(t · u):
If t= t′ + t′′, then by the induction hypothesis and (A4)
*"(.seq(t; u)) = *"(.seq(t′; u)) + *"(.seq(t′′; u))
= *"(t′ · u) + *"(t′′ · u)
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= *"(t′ + t′′) · *"(u)
= *"(t · u):
The proof of the lemma is complete.
The function .cnd :T×B→T is recursively de&ned by
.cnd(
; b) = 
;
.cnd
(∑
x˜ a / c . 
; b
)
=
∑
x˜ a / b ∧ c . 
; ({x˜} ∩ FV(b) = ∅);
.cnd
(∑
x˜ a · t / c . 
; b
)
=
∑
x˜ a · t / b ∧ c . 
; ({x˜} ∩ FV(b) = ∅);
.cnd(t + u; b) = .cnd(t; b) + .cnd(u; b):
Suppose t is a tree form and b is a Boolean expression; .cnd(t; b) is de&ned provided
that the bound variables in t are distinct from the (free) variables in b. The function .cnd
induces a total function on '-congruence classes of tree forms which is by Convention
17 also denoted by .cnd.
Lemma A.2. TD(A) |= .cnd(t; b)≈ t / b . 
.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the bound variables in t do not
occur in b. Our proof is by induction on the structure of t. Let " be an arbitrary valu-
ation, and let *" be the interpretation homomorphism generated by " from Pol(A;D)
into TD(A); we show that *"(.cnd(t; b))= *"(t / b . 
).
If t= 
, then *"(.cnd(t; b))= 
= *"(
 / b . 
)= *"(t / b . 
).
Suppose that t=
∑
x˜ t
∗ / c . 
, with x˜= x1; : : : ; xn. By our assumption on the variables
in t and b, {x˜}∩ FV(b)= ∅, so there are two cases:
(1) Suppose that D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜] for all sequences d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D. Then it holds
that D; " |= b, which enables us to conclude *"(t / b . 
)= *"(t). Furthermore, it also
holds that D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜]∧ c[x˜ := d˜] if, and only if, D; " |= c[x˜ := d˜], which enables
us to conclude
*"(.cnd(t; b))
=
∑{*"(t∗[x˜ := d˜]) |
d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜] ∧ c[x˜ := d˜]}
=
∑{*"(t∗[x˜ := d˜]) | d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn s:t: D; " |= c[x˜ := d˜]}
= *"(t):
Hence, *"(.cnd(t; b))= *"(t / b . 
).
(2) Suppose that D; "2 b[x˜ := d˜] for all sequences d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D. Then it holds
that D; "2 b, which enables us to conclude *"(t / b . 
)= 
. Furthermore, it also
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holds that D; "2 b[x˜ := d˜]∧ c[x˜ := d˜] for all sequences d˜= d1; : : : ; dn ∈D, so, with
applications of (A6) and (GA2),
*"(.cnd(t; b))
=
∑ {*"(t∗[x˜ := d˜]) |
d˜ = d1; : : : ; dn s:t: D; " |= b[x˜ := d˜] ∧ c[x˜ := d˜]}
=
∑ ∅ = 
:
Hence *"(.cnd(t; b))= *"(t / b . 
).
If t= t′ + t′′, then by the induction hypothesis
*"(.cnd(t; u)) = *"(.cnd(t′; u)) + *"(.cnd(t′′; u))
= *"(t′ / b . 
) + *"(t′′ / b . 
):
So, if D, " |= b, then *"(.cnd(t; u))= *"(t′+ t′′)= *"(t / b . 
); and if D; "2 b, then, with
an application of (A3), *"(.cnd(t; u))= 
+ 
= 
= *"(t / b . 
).
The function .sum : X ×T→T is recursively de&ned by
.sum(x; 
) = 
;
.sum
(
x;
∑
x˜ a / b . 

)
=
∑
x˜ a / b . 
;
.sum
(
x;
∑
x˜ a · t / b . 

)
=
∑
x˜ a · t / b . 
; and
.sum(x; t + u) = .sum(x; t) + .sum(x; u):
Lemma A.3. TD(A) |= .sum(x; t)≈
∑
x t.
Proof. Our proof is by induction on the structure of t.
Let " be an arbitrary valuation, and let *" be the interpretation homomorphism gen-
erated by " from Pol(A;D) into TD(A); we show that *"(.sum(x; t))= *"(
∑
x t).
If t= 
, then, since 
[x := d] = 
 and by (GA1) and (GA2)
*"(.sum(x; t)) = *"(
) = 
 =
∑ {*"(
[x := d]) | d ∈ D} = *" (∑x t) :
If t is a simple expression, then .sum(x; t)=
∑
x t by de&nition.
If t= t′ + t′′, then by the induction hypothesis
*"(.sum(x; t)) = *"
(∑
x t
′)+ *" (∑x t′′)
=
∑ {*"(t′[x := d]) | d ∈ D}+∑ {*"(t′′[x := d])|d ∈ D};
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and
*"
(∑
x t
)
=
∑ {*"(t′[x := d]) + *"(t′′[x := d]) | d ∈ D}:
On the one hand, we get by (GA1) that
*"(t′[x := d]); *"(t′′[x := d])6 *"
(∑
x t
)
;
so by (GA2)
*"
(∑
x t
′)6 *" (∑x t) and *" (∑x t′′)6 *" (∑x t) ;
hence *"(.sum(x; t))6*"(
∑
x t).
On the other hand, we get by (GA1) that
*"(t′[x := d])6 *"
(∑
x t
′)6 *"(.sum(x; t));
and similarly,
*"(t′′[x := d])6 *"(.sum(x; t));
so that
*"(t′[x := d]) + *"(t′′[x := d])6 *"(.sum(x; t));
hence, by (GA2), *"(
∑
x t)6*"(.sum(x; t)).
Now, we de&ne . as follows:
.(
) = 
;
.(a) = a / . 
;
.(p+ q) = .(p) + .(q);
.(p · q) = .seq(.(p); .(q));
.(p / b . q) = .cnd(.(p); b) + .cnd(.(q);¬b);
.
(∑
x p
)
= .sum(x; .(p)):
Lemma A.4 (Tree forms). The function . :P→T associates with every pCRL ex-
pression p a tree form .(p) such that TD(A) |= .(p)≈p.
Proof. Clearly, .(p) is a tree form for every pCRL expression p. To prove that
TD(A) |=p≈ .(p), we &x an arbitrary valuation " and an interpretation homomor-
phism *" generated by " from Pol(A;D) into TD(A), and we show that *"(p)=*"(.(p))
by structural induction.
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If p= 
, then *"(.(p))= *"(p) by de&nition.
If p is an action expression, then, since T"()=,
*"(.(p)) = *"(p / . 
) = *"(p):
If p=p′ + p′′, then by the induction hypothesis
*"(.(p)) = *"(.(p′)) + *"(.(p′′)) = *"(p′) + *"(p′′) = *"(p):
If p=p′ · p′′, then
*"(.(p)) = *"(.(p′)) · *"(.(p′′)) by Lemma A:1
= *"(p′) · *"(p′′) = *"(p) by (IH):
If p=p′ / b .p′′, then
*"(.(p)) = *"(.(p′) / b . 
) + *"(.(p′′) / ¬b . 
) by Lemma A:2
= *"(p′ / b . 
) + *"(p′′ / ¬b . 
) by (IH):
We now distinguish cases: if D; " |= b, then *"(.(p))= *"(p′)+ 
= *"(p) by (A6); and
if D; "2 b, then *"(.(p))= 
+ *"(p′′)= *"(p) by (A1), (A6).
If p=
∑
x p
′, then by Lemma A.3 *"(.(p))= *"(
∑
x .(p
′)), and from the induction
hypothesis we get *"(.(p′)[x := d])= *"(p′[x := d]) for all d∈D; hence,
*"(.(p)) =
∑ {*"(.(p′)[x := d]) | d ∈ D}
=
∑ {*"(p′[x := d]) | d ∈ D} = *" (∑x p′) :
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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